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AS PROPOSED BY THE
FLORIDA CONSTITUTION REVISION COMMISSION
May 11, 1978
(Coding: words in stulk though type are proposed deletions from the existing constitution;
words underlined are proposed additions.)
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CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA
PREAMBLE
We, the people of the State of Florida, being grateful to Almighty God for our constitutional
liberty, in order to secure its benefits, perfect our government, insure domestic tranquility,




SECTION 1. Political power.-All political power is inherent in the people. Rights guar-
anteed by this constitution are not dependent on those guaranteed by the Constitution of the
United States. The enunciation herein of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or
impair others retained by the people.
SECTION 2. Basic rights.-All natural persons are equal before the law and have inalien-
able rights, among which are the right to enjoy and defend life and liberty, to pursue happi-
ness, to be rewarded for industry, and to acquire, possess and protect property; except that
the ownership, inheritance, disposition and possession of real property by aliens ineligible
for citizenship may be regulated or prohibited by law. No person shall be deprived of any
right because of race, religion, sex, or physical handicap.
SECTION 3. Religious freedom.-There shall be no law respecting the establishment of
religion or prohibiting or penalizing the free exercise thereof. Religious freedom shall not
justify practices inconsistent with public morals, peace or safety. No revenue of the state or
any political subdivision or agency thereof shall ever be taken from the public treasury
directly or indirectly in aid of any church, sect, or religious denomination or in aid of any
sectarian institution.
SECTION 4. Freedom of speech and press.-Every person may speak, write and publish
his sentiments on all subjects but shall be responsible for the abuse of that right. No law shall
be passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the press. In all criminal prosecu-
tions and civil actions for defamation the truth may be given in evidence. If the matter
charged as defamatory is true and was published with good motives, the party shall be
acquitted or exonerated.
SECTION 5. Right to assemble.-The people shall have the right peaceably to assemble,
to instruct their representatives, and to petition for redress of grievances.
SECTION 6. Right to work.-The right of persons to work shall not be denied or abridged
on account of membership or non-membership in any labor union or labor organization. The
right of employees, by and through a labor organization, to bargain collectively shall not be
denied or abridged. Binding arbitration is prohibited to resolve impasse in collective bargain-
ing negotiations concerning wages, hours and terms and conditions of employment between
public employees and a public employer. Public employees shall not have the right to strike.
SECTION 7. Military power.-The military power shall be subordinate to the civil.
SECTION 8. Right to bear arms.-The right of the people to keep and bear arms in
defense of themselves and of the lawful authority of the state shall not be infringed, except
that the manner of bearing arms may be regulated by law.
SECTION 9. Due process.-No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property with-
out due process of law, or be twice put in jeopardy for the same offense, or be compelled in
any criminal matter to be a witness against himself. Any natural person having knowledge
or possession of facts that tend to establish the guilt of any other person under the laws of
the state shall not be excused from giving testimony or producing evidence, when legally
called upon to do so, on the ground that it may tend to incriminate him under the laws of
the state; but no natural person shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture
for or on account of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning which he may so testify.
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SECTION 10. Prohibited laws.-No bill of attainder, ex post facto law or law impairing
the obligation of contracts shall be passed.
SECTION 11. Imprisonment for debt.-No person shall be imprisoned for debt, except
in cases of fraud.
SECTION 12. Searches and seizures.-The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures, and against the unrea-
sonable interception of private communications by any means, shall not be violated. No
warrant shall be issued except upon probable cause, supported by affidavit, particularly
describing the place or places to be searched, the person or persons, thing or things to be
seized, the communication to be intercepted, and the nature of evidence to be obtained.
Articles or information obtained in violation of this right shall not be admissible in evidence.
SECTION 13. Habeas corpus.-The writ of habeas corpus shall be grantable of right,
freely and without cost. It shall be returnable without delay, and shall never be suspended
unless, in case of rebellion or invasion, suspension is essential to the public safety.
SECTION 14. Release prior to trial Bail.-Until adjudged guilty, every person charged
with a crime or violation of municipal or county ordinance shall be released upon conditions
reasonable under the circumstances to secure his appearance at future court proceedings
including monetary bail when no other method is adequate. *t~tted-boreleme-e ea"sab
bail-with-sef4" oieM-siepoty- +net No person charged with a capital offense or an offense
punishable by life imprisonment shall be released prior to trial when and the proof of guilt is
evident or the presumption is great.
SECTION 15. Prosecution for crime; testimony before grand jury; right to counsel before
grand jury; offenses committed by children.-
(a) No person shall be tried for capital crime without presentment or indictment returned
by a two-thirds vote of the members of bo a grand jury, or for other felony without such
presentment or indictment returned by a two-thirds vote of the members of a grand jury or
an information under oath filed by the prosecuting officer of the court, except persons on
active duty in the militia when tried by courts martial.
(b) Any person called to testify before a grand jury shall be advised of his right to counsel
and shall not be compelled to testify against himself unless granted immunity. A witness shall
have the right to be accompanied by, and to receive the advice of, counsel during his testi-
mony. Prior to giving testimony, a person under investigation by a grand jury shall be advised
that he is under investigation.
(c)-()- When authorized by law, a child as therein defined may be charged with a viola-
tion of law as an act of delinquency instead of crime and tried without a jury or other
requirements applicable to criminal cases. Any child so charged shall, upon demand made
as provided by law before a trial in a juvenile proceeding, be tried in an appropriate court as
an adult. A child found delinquent shall be disciplined as provided by law.
SECTION 16. Rights of accused.-In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall, upon
demand, be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation against him, and shall be
furnished a copy of the charges, and shall have the right to have compulsory process for
witnesses, to confront at trial adverse witnesses, to be heard in person, by counsel or both,
and to have a speedy and public trial by impartial jury in the county where the crime was
committed. If the county is not known, the indictment or information may charge venue in
two or more counties conjunctively and proof that the crime was committed in that area shall
be sufficient; but before pleading the accused may elect in which of those counties he will be
tried. Venue for prosecution of crimes committed beyond the boundaries of the state shall be
fixed by law.
SECTION 17. Excessive punishments.-Excessive fines, cruel or unusual punishment,
attainder, forfeiture of estate, indefinite imprisonment, and unreasonable detention of wit-
nesses are forbidden.
SECTION 18. Administrative penalties.-No administrative agency shall impose a sent-
ence of imprisonment, nor shall it impose any other penalty except as provided by law.
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SECTION 19. Costs.-No person charged with crime shall be compelled to pay costs
before a judgment of conviction has become final.
SECTION 20. Toso&.-Teee e eities-tbhe -state -shelt -eosist -onl5y- in le,,igg- w
age4nst- 4,-adhefing lo-is-ee ee,-r -givig -then eid-and-eemfe*,-aad-ne-peren-stell-be
eenvieted. -f-tsresem-eneept .os -the-testimony .of-bwe-wt eses-to. Ohe- same evert -aect-ep .
, nfessiea-i- ope,-eeu+. Natural resources; scenic beauty; use of public beaches.-It shall
be the policy of the state to conserve and protect its natural resources and scenic beauty.
Adequate provision shall be made by law for the abatement of air and water pollution and of
excessive and unnecessary noise. All publicly owned, leased, or managed beaches and sea-
shore recreational areas shall be open to the public without differentiation as to terms and
conditions of use.
SECTION 21. Access to courts.-The courts shall be open to every person for redress of
any injury, and justice shall be administered without sale, denial or delay.
SECTION 22. Trial by jury.-The right of trial by jury shall be secure to all and remain
inviolate. The qualifications and the number of jurors, not fewer than six, shall be fixed by
law.
SECTION 23. Right of privacy.-Every natural person has the right to be let alone and
free from governmental intrusion into his private life except as otherwise provided herein.
SECTION 24. Public records.-No person shall be denied the right to examine any public
record made or received in connection with the public business by any nonjudicial public
officer or employee in the state or by persons acting on the officer's or employee's behalf. The
legislature may exempt records by general law when it is essential to accomplish overriding
governmental purposes or to protect privacy interests.
Schedule to Article I, Section 24.-This section shall become effective June 1, 1979.
SECTION 25. Open meetings.-No person shall be denied access to any meeting at which
official acts are to be taken by any nonjudicial collegial public body in the state or by persons
acting together on behalf of such a public body. The legislature may exempt meetings by




SECTION 1. State boundaries.-
(a) The state boundaries are: Begin at the mouth of the Perdido River, which for the
purposes of this description is defined as the point where latitude 30°16'53 '' north and longi-
tude 87°.31'06 '' west intersect; thence to the point where latitude 30°17'02" north and longi-
tude 87°31'06' ' west intersect; thence to the point where latitude 30°18'00'' north and longi-
tude 87°,27'08 ' west intersect; thence to the point where the center line of the Intracoastal
Canal (as the same existed on June 12, 1953) and longitude 87°27'00" west intersect; the same
being in the middle of the Perdido River; thence up the middle of the Perdido River to the
point where it intersects the south boundary of the State of Alabama, being also the point of
intersection of the middle of the Perdido River with latitude 31000'00" north; thence east,
along the south boundary line of the State of Alabama, the same being latitude 31°00'00 ''
north to the middle of the Chattahoochee River; thence down the middle of said river to its
confluence with the Flint River; thence in a straight line to the. head of the St. Marys River;
thence down the middle of said river to the Atlantic Ocean; thence due east to the edge of
the Gulf Stream or a distance of three geographic miles whichever is the greater distance;
thence in a southerly direction along the edge of the Gulf Stream or along a line three
geographic miles from the Atlantic coastline and three leagues distant from the Gulf of
Mexico coastline, whichever is greater, to and through the Straits of Florida and westerly,
including the Florida reefs, to a point due south of and three leagues from the southernmost
point of the Marquesas Keys; thence westerly along a straight line to a point due south of
and three leagues from Loggerhead Key, the westernmost of the Dry Tortugas Islands; thence
westerly, northerly and easterly along the arc of a curve three leagues distant from Logger-
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head Key to a point due north of Loggerhead Key; thence northeft along a straight line to a
point three leagues from the coastline of Florida; thence northerly and westerly three leagues
distant from the coastline to a point west of the mouth of the Perdido River three leagues
from the coastline as measured on a line bearing south 0*01'00" west from the point of
beginning; thence northerly along said line to the point of beginning. The State of Florida
shall also include any additional territory within the United States adjacent to the Peninsula
of Florida lying south of the St. Marys River, east of the Perdido River, and south of the States
of Alabama and Georgia.
(b) The coastal boundaries may be extended by statute to the limits permitted by the
laws of the United States or international law.
SECTION 2. Seat of government.-The seat of government shall be the City of Tallahas-
see, in Leon County, where the offices of the governor, lieutenant governor, cabinet members
and the supreme court shall be maintained and the sessions of the legislature shall be held;
provided that, in time of invasion or grave emergency, the governor by proclamation may for
the period of the emergency transfer the seat of government to another place.
SECTION 3. Branches of government.-The powers of the state government shall be
divided into legislative, executive and judicial branches. No person belonging to one branch
shall exercise any powers appertaining to either of the other branches unless expressly pro-
vided herein.
SECTION 4. State seal and flag.-The design of the great seal and flag of the state shall
be prescribed by law.
SECTION 5. Public officers.-
(a) No person holding any office of emolument under any foreign government, or civil
office of emolument under the United States or any other state, shall hold any office of honor
or of emolument under the government of this state. No person shall hold at the same time
more than one office under the government of the state and the counties and municipalities
therein, except that a notary public or military officer may hold another office, and any officer
may be a member of a constitution revision commission, constitutional convention, or statu-
tory body having only advisory powers or hold such other non-elective offices as provided by
general law. No person who has, or but for resignation would have, served in an executive
statewide elective office for more than six years in two consecutive terms shall be elected to
that office for the succeeding term.
(b) Each state and county officer, before entering upon the duties of the office, shall give
bond as required by law, and shall swear or affirm:
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support, protect, and defend the Constitution
and Government of the United States and of the State of Florida; that I am duly qualified to
hold office under the Constitution of the state; and that I will well and faithfully perform
the duties of . . .(title of office) .. .on which I am now about to enter. So help me God.",
and thereafter shall devote personal attention to the duties of the office, and continue in office
until his successor qualifies.
(c) The powers, duties, compensation and method of payment of state and county officers
shall be fixed by law.
Schedule to Article II, Section 5.-In the event the revision to Article H, Section 5(a)
prohibiting statewide elected officers from serving more than two consecutive terms, is
adopted, executive statewide elected officers in office on the date this constitution becomes
effective shall thereafter be eligible to serve one additional consecutive term.
SECTION 6. Enemy attack.-In periods of emergency resulting from enemy attack the
legislature shall have power to provide for prompt and temporary succession to the powers
and duties of all public offices the incumbents of which may become unavailable to execute
the functions of their offices, and to adopt such other measures as may be necessary and
appropriate to insure the continuity of governmental operations during the emergency. In
exercising these powers, the legislature may depart from other requirements of this constitu-
tion, but only to the extent necessary to meet the emergency.
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SECTION 7 . Ethics in government.-A public office is a public trust. The people shall
have the right to secure and sustain that trust against abuse. To assure this right:
(a) All elected constitutional officers and candidates for such offices and, as may be
determined by law, other public officers, candidates, and employees shall file full and public
disclosure of their financial interests.
(b) All elected public officers and candidates for such offices shall file full and public
disclosure of their campaign finances.
(c) Any public officer or employee who breaches the public trust for private gain and any
person or entity inducing such breach shall be liable to the state for all financial benefits
obtained by such actions. The manner of recovery and additional damages may be provided
by law.
(d) Any public officer or employee who is convicted of a felony involving a breach of public
trust shall be subject to forfeiture of rights and privileges under a public retirement system
or pension plan in such manner as may be provided by law.
(e) No member of the legislature or statewide elected officer shall personally represent
another person or entity for compensation before the government body or agency of which
the individual was an officer or member for a period of two years following vacation of office.
No member of the legislature shall personally represent another person or entity for compen-
sation during term of office before any state agency other than judicial tribunals. Similar
restrictions on other public officers and employees may be established by law.
(f) There shall be an independent commission to conduct investigations and make public
reports on all complaints concerning breach of public trust by public officers or employees
not within the jurisdiction of the judicial qualifications commission.
(g) This section shall not be construed to limit disclosures and prohibitions which may
be established by law to preserve the public trust and avoid conflicts between public duties
and private interests.
-(-h)- Schedule to Article II, Section 7.-On the effective date of this amendment and until
changed by law:
(a)j3. Full and public disclosure of financial interests shall mean filing with the secretary
of state by July 1 of each year a sworn statement showing net worth and identifying each
asset and liability in excess of $1,000 and its value together with one of the following:
(1) -. A copy of the person's most recent federal income tax return; or
(2) -b. A sworn statement which identifies each separate source and amount of income
which exceeds $1,000. The forms for such source disclosure and the rules under which they
are to be filed shall be prescribed by the independent commission established in subsection
(f), and such rules shall include disclosure of secondary sources of income.
(b) 42) Persons holding statewide elective offices shall also file disclosure of their financial
interests pursuant to subsection (d-(-1-)-(a) of this schedule.




SECTION 1. Composition.-The legislative power of the state shall be vested in a legisla-
ture of the State of Florida, consisting of a senate composed of one senator elected from each
senatorial district and a house of representatives composed of one member elected from each
representative district.
SECTION 2. Members; officers.-
Each house shall be the sole judge of the qualifications, elections, and returns of its mem-
bers, and shall biennially choose its officers, including a permement presiding officer selected
from its membership, who shall serve at its pleasure. The presiding officer shall be designated
in the senate as president of the senate, and in the house as speaker of the house of representa-
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tives. Upon a vacancy in the office of a presiding officer, the president pro tempore or the
speaker pro tempore, as the case may be, shall automatically succeed to the office. The senate
shall designate a secretary to serve at its pleasure, and the house of representatives shall
designate a clerk to serve at its pleasure. -
its- pleosw- whcr shall andit mbHe-recvods- and- perform -i 4ated dkuties es-prescibed -b5 4aw
er .oonoeuet resehkt4en.
SECTION 3. Sessions of the legislature.-
(a) ORGANIZATION SESSIONS. On the fourteenth day following each general election
the legislature shall convene for the exclusive purpose of organization and selection of officers.
(b) REGULAR SESSIONS. A regular session of the legislature shall convene on the fisb
second Tuesday after-the-firs9t-Menday- in Apil- February of each -odd -nmbered year, and
on-the i"rst-Tmesday-after the- first -MudyW in-Aprii, or -sur other date-s mnay-be frxed 4by
law; -of-eeeh e *vri-mbered-yefir unless otherwise provided by law.
(c) SPECIAL SESSIONS.
(1) The governor, by proclamation stating the purpose, may convene the legislature in
special session during which only such legislative business may be transacted as is within the
purview of the proclamation, or of a communication from the governor, or is introduced by
consent of two-thirds of the membership of each house.
(2) A special session of the legislature may be convened as provided by law.
(d) LENGTH OF SESSIONS. A regular session of the legislature shall not exceed sixty
consecutive days, and a special session shall not exceed twenty consecutive days, unless
extended beyond such limit by a three-fifths vote of each house. During such an extension
no new business may be taken up in either house without the consent of two-thirds of its
membership.
(e) ADJOURNMENT. Neither house shall adjourn for more than seventy-two consecu-
tive hours except pursuant to concurrent resolution.
(f) ADJOURNMENT BY GOVERNOR. If, during any regular or special session, the two
houses cannot agree upon a time for adjournment, the governor may adjourn the session sine
die or to any date within the period authorized for such session; provided that, at least
twenty-four hours before adjourning the Session, he shall, while neither house is in recess,
give each house formal written notice of his intention to do so, and agreement reached within
that period by both houses on a time for adjournment shall prevail.
SECTION 4. Quorum and procedure.-
(a) A majority of the membership of each house shall constitute a quorum, but a smaller
number may adjourn from day to day and compel the presence of absent members in such
manner and under such penalties as it may prescribe. Each house shall determine its rules
of procedure.
(b) Sessions of each house shall be public; except sessions of the senate when considering
appointment to or removal from public office may be closed.
(c) Each house shall keep and publish a journal of its proceedings; and upon the request
of five members present, the vote of each member voting on any question shall be entered on
the journal.
(d) By a majority vote of its membership -Eeach house may puialt discipline a member
foa-eoitormptd@soNe4d4aordlduet and, by a two-thirds vote of its membership, may expel a
member. Upon the call of the presiding officer, either house shall convene for such purposes
whether or not the other house is in session.
SECTION 5. Investigations; witnesses.-Each house, when in session, may compel atten-
dance of witnesses and production of documents and other evidence upon any matter under
investigation before it or any of its committees, and may punish by fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars or imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, or both, any person not a
member who has been guilty of disorderly or contemptuous conduct in its presence or has
refused to obey its lawful summons or to answer lawful questions. Such powers, except the
power to punish, may be conferred by law upon committees when the legislature is not in
session. Punishment of contempt of an interim legislative committee shall be by judicial
proceedings as prescribed by law.
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SECTION 6. Laws.-Every law shall embrace but one subject and matter properly con-
nected therewith, and the subject shall be briefly expressed in the title. No law shall be
revised or amended by reference to its title only. Laws to revise or amend shall set out in full
the revised or amended act, section, subsection or paragraph of a subsection. The enacting
clause of every law shall read: "Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:".
SECTION 7. Passage of bills.-Any bill may originate in either house and after passage
in one may be amended in the other. It shall be read in each house on three separate days,
unless this rule is waived by two-thirds vote; provided that publication in the journal shall
satisfy the requirement of the first reading. On each reading, it shall be read by title only,
unless one-third of the members present desire it read in full. On final passage, the vote of
each member voting shall be entered on the journal. Passage of a bill shall require a majority
vote in each house. Each bill and joint resolution passed in both houses shall be signed by
the presiding officers of the respective houses and by the secretary of the senate and the clerk
of the house of representatives during the session or as soon as practicable after its adjourn-
ment sine die.
SECTION 8. Executive approval and veto.-
(a) Every bill passed by the legislature shall be presented to the governor for his approval
and shall become a law if he approves and signs it, or fails to veto it within seven consecutive
days after presentation. If during that period or on the seventh day the legislature adjourns
sine die or takes a recess of more than thirty days, he shall have thirty fifteen consecutive
days from the date of presentation to act on the bill. In all cases except general appropriation
bills, the veto shall extend to the entire bill. The governor may veto any specific appropriation
in a general appropriation bill, but may not veto any qualification or restriction without also
vetoing the appropriation to which it relates.
(b) When a bill or any specific appropriation of a general appropriation bill has been
vetoed by the governor, he shall transmit his signed objections thereto to the house in which
the bill originated if in session. If that house is not in session, he shall file them with the
secretary of state, who shall lay them before that house at its next regular or special session,
and they shall be entered on its journal.
(c) If each house shall, by a two-thirds vote, reenact the bill or reinstate the vetoed
specific appropriation of a general appropriation bill, the vote of each member voting shall
be entered on the respective journals, and the bill shall become law or the specific appropria-
tion reinstated, the veto notwithstanding. A vetoed bill or vetoed specific appropriation shall
not be considered later than the adjournment of the next regular session following the session
in which such bill or appropriation was passed.
SECTION 9. Effective date of laws.-Each law shall take effect on the sixtieth day after
adjournment sine die of the session of the legislature in which enacted or as otherwise pro-
vided therein. If the law is passed over the veto of the governor it shall take effect on the
sixtieth day after adjournment sine die of the session in which the veto is overridden, on a
later date fixed 'in the law, or on a date fixed by resolution passed by both houses of the
legislature.
SECTION 10. Special laws.-No special law shall be passed unless notice of intention to
seek enactment thereof has been published in the manner provided by general law. Such
notice shall not be necessary when the law, except the provision for referendum, is condi-
tioned to become effective only upon approval by vote of the electors of the area affected.
SECTION 11. Prohibited special laws.-
(a) There shall be no special law or general law of local application pertaining to:
(1) election, jurisdiction or duties of officers, except officers of municipalities, chartered
counties, special districts or local governmental agencies;
(2) assessment or collection of taxes for state or county purposes, including extension of
time therefor, relief of tax officers from due performance of their duties, and relief of their
sureties from liability;
(3) rules of evidence in any court;
(4) punishment for crime;
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(5) petit juries, including compensation of jurors, except establishment of jury commis-
sions;
(6) change of civil or criminal venue;
(7) conditions precedent to bringing any civil or criminal proceedings, or limitations of
time therefor;
(8) refund of money legally paid or remission of fines, penalties or forfeitures;
(9) creation, enforcement, extension or impairment of liens based on private contracts,
or fixing of interest rates on private contracts;
(10) disposal of public property, including any interest therein, for private purposes;
(11) vacation of roads;
(12) private incorporation or grant of privilege to a private corporation;
(13) effectuation of invalid deeds, wills or other instruments, or change in the law of
descent;
(14) change of name of any person;
(15) dissolution of marriage divoree;-
(16) legitimation or adoption of persons;
(17) relief of minors from legal disabilities;
(18) transfer of any property interest of persons under legal disabilities or of estates of
decedents;
(19) hunting or fresh water fishing;
(20) regulation of occupations which are regulated by a state agency; or
(21) any subject when prohibited by general law passed by a three-fifths vote of the
membership of each house. Such law may be amended or repealed by like vote.
(b) In the enactment of general laws on other subjects, political subdivisions or other
governmental entities may be classified only on a basis reasonably related to the subject of
the law.
SECTION 12. Appropriation bills.-Laws making appropriations for salaries of public
officers and other current expenses of the state shall contain provisions on no other subject.
SECTION 13. Term of office.-
(a) No office shall be created the term of which shall exceed four years except as provided
herein.
(b) The terms of office of public service commission members shall be exempt from the
limitations of this section, provided that their terms shall not exceed six years.
SECTION 14. Civil service system.-By law there shall be created a civil service system
for state employees, except those expressly exempted, and there may be created civil service
systems and boards for county, district or municipal employees and for such offices thereof
as are not elected or appointed by the governor, and there may be authorized such boards as
are necessary to prescribe the qualifications, method of selection and tenure of such employ-
ees and officers.
SECTION 15. Terms and qualifications of legislators.-
(a) SENATORS. Senators shall be elected for terms of four years, those from odd-
numbered districts in the years the numbers of which are multiples of four and those from
even-numbered districts in even-numbered years the numbers of which are not multiples of
four; except, at the election next following a reapportionment, one half of the eme senators
shall be elected for terms of two years when necessary to maintain staggered terms.
(b) REPRESENTATIVES. Members of the house of representatives shall be elected for
terms of two years in each even-numbered year.
(c) QUALIFICATIONS. Each legislator shall be at -eat .tw -one- eis-of- ge an
elector and resident of the district from which elected and shall have resided in the state for
a period of two years prior to election.
(d) ASSUMING OFFICE; VACANCIES. Members of the legislature shall take office
upon election. Vacancies in legislative office shall be filled only by election as provided by
law.
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one-hu ded- twenty-eonsecutivel5- nirmbered- iTepresentetive -districts -of- eithet- eeetiguou&e,
-ovelapping-er identic I-territory, Sheuld t-eeesioe edjeurm-w4thout, adopting - jeint
reeoltiot-,-the jovernor-by-proclamation- shall- reeonvene -0 Legislature- within -thirt days
*-seia nppo eie session whi'shaH noteeed-thirty ,ensee utive-lays,-d rig-whieh
ne-ethei- b siese-shall- be-t nacedr end it, shal- be-the rnandetew, -dt ofte-leisletre
to edopt- a-jelnt esoiotioe of-appegien meat.
fb-)- -FAH4JbE- OF-E LA(i T -AP OR ~ON-, - d (lE')I -RBAPPeWFI8N:
M NT-.- in -the -even- -- speelel- -appotione- session- of -the- 4egi4latue- -finally- adeane-&
withot -ado eting-a -jeint reseutie -of-apportionmen-e; .the-akorey-gener-l-he l - vithirt (me
deys, petitioe +he- supreme-eeurt-ef the -state te -meke-suh epportinmet-. -No-later -thn-the
sitieth dey-afte-the fi4 ing of suh-petion,-the suprente court she1-ffle hth +e-secretary of
stete-am-eler-meingsueh-ppoieament.
-c) - -JUBIW1Aiy RE)q&* OF -APFN FIeNM ENT. -Within irfteen -days after-the passage
of the-jeit hesution-of apportionment,- the etterney genesra shaH-petitior the supreme cotrt
of Ihe-stete-ko-a-deeerstery judgmen -determinieg-the -olidity-ef- the m otionent- -The
snpesme-eourt-, -in-aecordanee with-its -rues,-shali-permti adversary interests -to-present-their
views- an,-withn- hirty-ays frm -the -filing-of-the petiton- shal- enter ite-judgment-
-4)-- FaPFEGT-OF dUDGMENT- IN- OR-IAONMT4VNF, XPRAO tN-AWR# *PPOR-
,4ONMENT- -SESSION-- A- judgment -of- the- smpreme- eurt -of- the -state- determining -the
apportonment-te -be valid -sheH-be -bindk t upon -M4 -he- cdtizens-ef- the-stater -Sheuld -thoe
supreme- eout -determine -thet- the -eppertionment -mde- y,- -the- leg4slatwe-is- invaid-,-t
governorby p lyemotrnee- sha l- recoswene -the- legislatue- withi- ('we- days-thereafter-ia ea-
traordinary -appetioenient -9eesioa -wieh -shaall- not -eeeed -Fifteen- days, -ktring- whih- the
legisltire-hal edopt-a jeit. resolntion of epportie nt-econfonirg to the-odg YeAt-of-the
supreme- eanrt.
e - -E-iTRAORDNARY- APPORq'IONM NF-S~iSSIN ;- -RE~fW -EF- O *PPORION-
MENT-.-Withndn -terr days-eter -the- adjournmet-of &r extroerdiry-apportioinment -sea-
-ao te attoney- geaeral hel-~ fie-a petitien-n t he-s enm e-eouet-ef-the etate- setting-forth
the epportionnet-esolntion- adopted-by-th e- lasltoe;e nrE noe hes-been adoted-report-
img that-feet-to-the eeurt.-Cnsidleraten-of-the validity o jtke-eppie ftp eenment
shall-be-had -ae-previded -er in-eases-of jeuh-joint-resolution- adopted-at it-regelar-er special
-apportionment -session.
-( - -JUDIlI ALr I T FIONMEFT- " heul en- extt t~r ery-ap per tieent s ession
-fail- to -edept e- resolution of-appo nment-ir-sheuld -the- supreme- eetrt detepmine -taet-the
epportiorsmen-de is invabid,-he eeut ehedl,-net later- than-socty-daye efteer eeing -the-
petikie-of-the -etteeney egeeral,- fie with-th e seeietary -of-st ete -ef order making such-appor-
tionseent-
SECTION 16. Legislative and congressional reapportionment.-
(a) REAPPORTIONMENT MANDATE. In each year ending in one, the state shall be
divided into: as many congressional districts as -there are United States Representatives
apportioned to the state; not less than thirty or more than forty senate districts; and not less
than eighty or more than one hundred and twenty representative districts. All legislative
districts shall be single-member districts.
(b) REAPPORTIONMENT COMMISSION. In each year ending in zero and at any other
time of court-ordered reapportionment, a commission shall be established to prepare a reap-
portionment plan for congressional and state legislative districts. The commission shall con-
sist of seven electors, none of whom may be elected public or party officers or employees of
the state legislature. The president of the senate, the speaker of the house of representatives,
the minority leader of the senate, the minority leader of the house of representatives, and the
chairperson of the political party which received the second highest vote in the last guberna-
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torial election shall each submit to the governor and make public a list of not less than three
persons. By July 1 of the same year, the governor shall appoint one person from each list and
one additional person. Within thirty days after the appointments have been made, the six
commissioners shall select by a vote of at least four commissioners a seventh commissioner,
who shall serve as chairperson. Failure to select the seventh commissioner within the time
prescribed shall constitute an impasse which shall automatically discharge the commission.
A new commission shall then be appointed in the same manner as the original commission.
The legislature shall establish by law the qualifications of commissioners, the procedures for
their selection and for the filling of vacancies, and the duties and powers of the commission.
The legislature shall appropriate funds to enable the commission to carry out its duties.
(c) REAPPORTIONMENT STANDARDS.
(1) Congressional districts and state legislative districts for each respective house shall
be as nearly equal in population as is practicable, based on the population reported in the
federal census taken each year ending in zero. In no case shall a congressional district have a
population which varies by more than one percent from the average population of all congres-
sional districts in the state. In no case shall a single state legislative district have a population
which varies by more than five percent from the average population of all districts of a house.
In no case shall the average of the absolute values of the population deviations of all districts
of the respective house vary by more than two percent from the average population of all
districts. Any population variance must be justifiable as necessary for compliance with one
or more of the other standards set forth in this section. The commission shall have the burden
of justifying any variance between the population of a district and the average population of
all districts.
(2) Districts shall be composed of convenient contiguous territory and, consistent with
subsection (1), shall be drawn to coincide with the boundaries of local political subdivisions.
(3) Districts shall be compact in form. The aggregate length of all district boundaries shall
be as short as practicable consistent with the standards contained in subsections (1) and (2).
In no case shall the aggregate length of the boundaries of all districts of a house, as well as of
all districts within a local political subdivision that has a population sufficient to establish
two or more districts, exceed by more than five percent the shortest possible aggregate length
of all the districts under any other plan that is consistent with the other standards contained
in this constitution.
(4) The commission shall prepare a plan that is equitable to all electors. In preparing a
plan, the commission shall not use demographic information or information about incumbent
legislators, the political affiliations of registered voters, or previous election results for the
purpose of favoring any political party, incumbent legislator, or any other person or group.
(5) No district shall be drawn for the purpose of diluting the voting strength of any
language or racial minority group.
(d) JUDICIAL REVIEW OF APPORTIONMENT. Within 15 days after the submission
of an apportionment plan by the commission, the Attorney General shall petition the supreme
court of the state for a declaratory judgment determining the validity of the apportionment
plan. The supreme court, in accordance with its rules, shall permit adversary interests to
present their views, and, within 60 days from the filing of the petition, shall enter its judg-
ment. Should the supreme court determine the apportionment plan to be invalid in whole or
in part, the governor shall reconvene the commission which shall, within 30 days, adopt an
apportionment plan conforming to the judgment of the supreme court. A revised plan shall
be subject to judicial review by the supreme court in the same manner as the original plan.
Schedule to Article III, Section 16.-The first election pursuant to this apportionment shall
be held at the general election in 1982.
SECTION 17. Impeachment.-
(a) The governor, lieutenant governor, inembeos-efheeahiiet, statewide elected constitu-
tional officers, justices of the supreme court, judges of district courts of appeal, ea judges
of circuit courts and judges of county courts shall be liable to impeachment for misdemeanor
in office. The house of representatives by two-thirds vote of the membership shall have the
power to impeach an officer and upon the call of the speaker shall convene for this purpose
whether or not the senate is in session. The speaker of the house of representatives shall have
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power at any time to appoint a committee to investigate charges against any officer subject
to impeachment.
(b) An officer impeached by the house of representatives shall be disqualified from per-
forming any official duties until acquitted by the senate, and unless the governor is im-
peached he may by appointment fill the office until completion of the trial.
(c) All impeachments by the house of representatives shall be tried by the senate. The
chief justice of the supreme court, or another justice designated by him, shall preside at the
trial, except in a trial of the chief justice or another justice, in which case the presiding officer
shall be a judicial officer other than a justice selected in a manner provided by law governer
ehfl-ifeside. The senate shall determine the time for the trial of any impeachment and may
sit for the trial whether the house of representatives be in session or not. The time fixed for
trial shall not be more than six months after the impeachment. During an impeachment trial
senators shall be upon their oath or affirmation. No officer shall be convicted without the
concurrence of two-thirds of the membership members of the senate preesmm.. Judgment of
conviction in cases of impeachment shall remove the offender from office and, in the discre-
tion of the senate, may include disqualification to hold any office of honor, trust or profit.
Conviction or acquittal shall not affect the civil or criminal responsibility of the officer.
SECTION 18. Conflict of interest.-A code of ethics for all state employees and nonjudi-
cial officers prohibiting conflict between public duty and private interests shall be prescribed
by law.
SECTION 19. Review of rules.-
(a) The legislature shall maintain continuing oversight of rules promulgated by agencies
of the executive branch of government.
(b) The legislature may establish a joint legislative committee to review continuously the
rules adopted by agencies of the executive branch. After reasonable notice to the agency, the
joint committee may seek judicial review of the validity of an administrative rule exceeding
delegated authority. The review shall be in an expedited proceeding before the supreme court
or such court as the supreme court by rule may designate. The court shall suspend the rule
pending judicial determination of its validity.
SECTION 20. Auditor general.-
The legislature, by a majority vote of the membership of each house, shall appoint an
independent auditor general who shall be a certified public accountant licensed to practice
in this state and have such other qualifications as are prescribed by law. The auditor general




(a) The supreme exeutive power shall be vested in a governor. He shall be commander-
in-chief of all military forces of the state not in active service of the United States. He shall
be the chief law enforcement officer of the state. He shall take care that the laws be faithfully
executed, commission all officers of the state and counties, and transact all necessary busi-
ness with the officers of government. He may require information in writing from all executive
or administrative state, county or municipal officers upon any subject relating to the duties
of their respective offices.
(b) The governor may initiate judicial proceedings in the name of the state against any
executive or administrative state, county or municipal officer to enforce compliance with any
duty or restrain any unauthorized act.
(c) The governor may request in writing the opinion of the justices of the supreme court
as to the interpretation of any portion of this constitution upon any question affecting his
executive powers and duties. The justices shall, subject to their rules of procedure, permit
interested persons to be heard on the questions presented and shall render their written
opinion not earlier than ten days from the filing and docketing of the request, unless in their
judgment the delay would cause public injury.
(d) The governor shall have power to call out the militia to preserve the public peace,
execute the laws of the state, suppress insurrection, or repel invasion.
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(e) The governor shall by message at least once in each regular session inform the legisla-
ture concerning the condition of the state, propose such reorganization of the executive
department as will promote efficiency and economy, and recommend measures in the public
interest.
(f) When not otherwise provided for in this constitution, the governor shall fill by appoint.
ment any vacancy in state or county office for the remainder of the term of an appointive
office, and for the remainder of the term of an elective office if less than twenty-eight months,
otherwise until the first Tuesday after the first Monday following the next general election.
(g) The governor, acting jointly with at least one officer as may be provided by law, shall
be responsible for:
(1) the investment and reinvestment of all trust and agency funds and for making pur-
chases, sales or exchanges for and on behalf of such funds, subject to any limitations of a trust
agreement relating to a trust fund or as provided by law;
(2) bond debt service management, approving the issuance or refunding of bonds and any
other functions relating thereto as provided by law;
(3) the purchasing, selling, leasing, transferring or otherwise disposing of all state lands
as provided by law.
SECTION 2. Lieutenant governor.-There shall be a lieutenant governor. He shall per-
form such duties pertaining to the office of governor as shall be assigned to him by the
governor, except when otherwise provided by law, and such other duties as may be prescribed
by law.
SECTION 3. Succession to office of governor; acting governor.-
(a) Upon vacancy in the office of governor, the lieutenant governor shall become governor.
Further succession to the office of governor shall be prescribed by law. A successor shall serve
for the remainder of the term.
(b) Upon impeachment of the governor and until completion of trial thereof, or during
his physical or mental incapacity, the lieutenant governor shall act as governor. Further
succession as acting governor shall be prescribed by law. Incapacity to serve as governor shall
be determined by the supreme court in a manner prescribed by law.-Inepaoity4o-sovre-as
governor-me- 4be deberniined- 4)5r the- suprceme -otun-due. f<iote -after. <kakoting- otf-er
shag- be-gii4erly determine- after-deeketisng-ef wreiktn- stiggesien-t hereo b the-governor-
.the elel-i e-ep. -ce<binet membe~-. Incapacity to serve as governor may also be estab-
lished by certificate filed with such officer provided by law the-seert4aly-of-sqkk-by the
governor declaring his incapacity for physical reasons to serve as governor, and in such case
restoration of capacity shall be similarly established.
-RECTION + -G abie.-
-fo)-- -Thepe *h-I -be -e -eabinet- eealposed -of- - see etary-ef- state,- an- atsorey- general, -a
cm pwollee, -w teeaeerr; e-eemmissienep .f-agpieltue-ad-a -eonwsiesine o eduetie - In.
addition- -to- the- powers- ad<ki-,iea -pecifield- 4rein,- they- shall- exerise -cx4i-p&wei- end
perfoem -seb uties es-mty be- pescribed-by 4w.
--Tle,eecret ar? f-teeh el -ephe-reco'de-of-t 4ffleiel-aete- ette-legialative-ani
eceetiYe dePftments.-
4-c)- -T4e attorney geral- she4l- be-the 4h ef- state- ega -off' ie,
(4" - T-he- eenptepoler-ol*A4 serve es-the ehef-fiseal- effiee of the tate,-ssa eettle-ani
eppove aeeeaints -gainet -the-atete,
4e - -The-teasw-e- shal4-keep -ol state fends-od -aeriie&.-e- sal-dob ee-tote-kmds
enly -upon-t4h -rder -of- the -eoptlleir co tesigoed- b5- the,-govor hegveor-h
eoontopeign-os- a-miniaterial-duty *ubjeet -e-opigitel-mandamus.
()- -he -rmisieep- of egrieuke-ha-have oupervisiereof atters jetaiing- to egri-
ctktlte-exeep s-etherwise -provded-by-l4w.
46 - -Tbe- eemmissioner- ef -edaeetiens alP-stipervise-the -pubic- education. system- in -the
Sanner -proseeibed- by-law:
SECTION 5. Election of governor- and lieutenant governor; end abinet mmbors quali-
fications; terms.-
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(a) At a state-wide general election in each calendar year the number of which is even
but not a multiple of four, the electors shall choose a governor and a lieutenant governorand
qnembe her@-e istet.eaeefor a term of four years beginning on the first Tuesday after the
first Monday in January of the succeeding year. In the general election and in party primaries,
if held, all candidates for the offices of governor and lieutenant governor shall form joint
candidacies in a manner prescribed by law so that each voter shall cast a single vote for a
candidate for governor and a candidate for lieutenant governor running together.
(b) When elected, the governorT and lieutenant governor-and-eee caonet iaemer mst
shall each be an elector not less than thirty years of age who has resided in the state for the
preceding seven years. The chief state legal officerottomey geftma must have been a member
of the bar of Florida for the preceding five years. No person who has, or but for resignation
would have, served as governor or acting governor for more than six years in two consecutive
terms shall be elected governor for the succeeding term.
SECTION 6. Executive departments.-All functions of the executive branch of state
government shall be allotted among not more than twenty-five departments, exclusive of
those specifically provided for or authorized in this constitution. The administration of each
department, unless otherwise provided in this constitution, shall be placed by law under the
direct supervision of the governor, the lieutenant governor,-t4ehoweenefd eabinet- .- eabi-
- member', or an officer or board appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the governor,
except:
(a) When provided by law, confirmation by the senate or-tbale oe-we -membe
-ofi<e-eabime -shall be required for appointment to or removal from any designated statutory
office.
(b) Boards authorized to grant and revoke licenses to engage in regulated occupations
shall be assigned to appropriate departments and their members appointed for fixed terms,
subject to removal only for cause.
SECTION 7. Suspensions; filling office during suspensions.-
(a) By executive order stating the grounds and filed with the secretary of state, the
governor may suspend from office any state officer not subject to impeachment, any officer
of the militia not in the active service of the United States, or any ceeouy.officer, of a school
district or a special district authorized by law to levy ad valorem taxes, or any municipal or
county officer holding an elective office, for malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of cuty, drun-
kenness, incompetence, permanent inability to perform his official duties, or commission of
a felony, and may fill the office by appointment for the period of suspension. The suspended
officer may at any time before removal be reinstated by the governor.
(b) The senate may, in proceedings prescribed by law, remove from office or reinstate the
suspended official and for such purpose the senate may be convened in special session by its
president or by a majority of its membership.
(c) Any state officer subject to impeachment, if indicted or informed against for a felony,
may disqualify himself from performing any official duties until acquitted or until the indict-
ment or information is dismissed, by filing an irrevocable notice of disqualification with the
secretary of state. The lieutenant governor and any statewide elected constitutional officer,
if indicted for a felony, may be disqualified by the governor by the filing of an.executive order
from performing any official duties until acquitted or until the indictment is dismissed. The
governor may, by appointment, fill the office during the period of any disqualification. If the
governor disqualifies himself, the lieutenant governor shall act as governor during the period
of disqualification. B e'de -of-the we nep e elected-murncipl. iee. 4adioted-or-esime
•~ .be. suspead f4 m-ef4"iee un-til1- ec~ited, ed 4le-efftee 4i14ed -by -eppoitmeat fer-tb,
period e pevism,-neb aree vten-beyend een,- eee-bheee-pewe; se ested el ewkhee-
law-oe- the-4"eNgipal- ehtVe*P.
SECTION 8. Clemency.-
(a) Except in-eeeee-ef-teeon- an& in cases where impeachment results in conviction, the
governor may, by executive order fi4ed-witi the -seeretty-ef-stete, suspend collection of fines
and forfeitures, grant reprieves not exceeding sixty days .and -with- the-appreval- f-thee
mewrbers-e-4he-cebinet, grant full or conditional pardons, restore civil rights, commute
punishment, and remit fines and forfeitures for offenses.
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J4+- In -casefs-of-t'reasn-the gevef neraay-gntasep*pieves k4m -adotiesmenero the regt4ap
eeasie?-ef- the -legislaa e-eenvenig ne-efte he i ,L 4etone--wieh-eesior the-legislaMue
.mert grant-a Vesdort or-fitnhe,-repriow.;-. iwiee-th& sentonee shall- eo"eu .e
*e (b) There may be created by law a parole and probation commission .with-pewer-to.
s~evi-peonei-psba~i~e~an4 to grant paroles or conditional releases to persons under
sentences for crime. The qualifications, method of selection and terms, not to exceed six
years, of members of the commission and commission procedures shall be prescribed by law.
SCHEDULE WITH REGARD TO ABOLITION OF CABINET.-
(a) Unless otherwise provided herein, all powers, duties, and functions of cabinet officers
provided for in the 1968 constitution or by law shall be transferred to agencies prescribed by
law and the heads of such agencies shall be appointed by the governor and confirmed by the
senate. They shall serve at the pleasure of the governor. All powers, duties, and functions of
the cabinet officers relating to power plant siting, dredge and fill permits, rules and orders of
water management districts, and developments of regional impact shall be transferred to a
board appointed by the governor, and confirmed by the senate.
(b) Officers who were appointed by the governor and approved by three members of the
cabinet, or who were appointed by the governor and cabinet, shall be appointed by the
governor and shall be subject to confirmation by the senate.
(c) In the event the revision to Article IV, Section 4 abolishing the cabinet, is adopted,
and the revision of Article IX, Section 2, creating an appointed state board of education, is
not adopted, Article IX, Section 2 of the 1968 constitution, providing that the governor and
cabinet shall constitute the State Board of Education, shall become a statute subject to
modification or repeal as are other statutes.
(d) In the event the revision to Article IV, Section 4, abolishing the cabinet, is adopted.
and the revision to Article III, Section 16 of the constitution of 1968, creating a reapportion-
ment commisson, is not adopted, the words "the attorney general" shall be deleted from that
section and the phrase "officer designated by law and" shall be substituted on the effective
date of the revision to Article IV, Section 4.
(e) The responsibility for settling and approving accounts of the state shall be assigned
by law to an officer who is not the chief fiscal officer responsible for disbursing state funds
and keeping securities.
(f) Except as otherwise provided in this constitution, revisions to Sections 1(g), 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 8(a) of Article IV and this schedule shall be effective on January 4, 1983.
(g) The state board of administration provided for in Article XII, Section 9 of the consti-
tution of 1968 and in Article IX, Section 16 of the constitution of 1885, as amended, and
incorporated herein by reference, shall consist of such successor agency designated by law.
(h) Any reference to comptroller in the constitution of 1885, as amended, and incorpo-
rated herein by reference, shall mean the chief fiscal officer responsible for disbursing state
funds and keeping securities or such other officer designated by law.
(i) Any references to attorney general in the constitution of 1885, as amended, and incor-
porated herein by reference, shall mean the chief state legal officer, or such other officer
designated by law.
() In the event the revision to Article IV, Section 4, abolishing the cabinet, is adopted,
then, on the effective date of that section, the following changes shall be made in the following
sections of the constitution prior to its promulgation and publication:
(1) Article II, Section 2: The words "cabinet members" in the first sentence shall be
deleted.
(2) Schedule to Article II, Section 7; Article M, Section 8(b); Article IV, Section 7(a);
Article VIII, Section 1; and Article XI, Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5: The phrase "the secretary of
state" shall be deleted and the phrase "such officer designated by law" shall be substituted.
(3) In the event the revision of Article m11, Section 16, relating to legislative and congres-
sional reapportionment, is not adopted, then the phrase "the secretary of state" in Article
III, Section 16(f) shall be deleted and the phrase "such officer designated by law" shall be
substituted.
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(4) Article XII, Section 9(c)(5): The phrase "and which is continued as a body corporate
for the life of this subsection 9(c)" shall be deleted and the phrase "or its successor" shall be
substituted.
SECTION 9. Game and fresh water fish commission. -There shall be a game and fresh
water fish commission, composed of five members appointed by the governor subject to
confirmation by the senate for staggered terms of five years. The commission shall exercise
the regulatory and executive powers of the state with respect to wild animal life and fresh
water aquatic life, except that all license fees for taking wild animal life and fresh water
aquatic life and penalties for violating regulations of the commission shall be prescribed by
specific statute. The legislature may enact laws in aid of the commission, not inconsistent
with this section. The commission's exercise of executive powers in the area of planning,
budgeting, personnel management, and purchasing shall be as provided by law. Revenue
derived from such license fees shall be appropriated to the commission by the legislature for
the purpose of management, protection and conservation of wild animal life and fresh water
aquatic life.
SECTION 10. Public service commission and public counsel.-
(a) There shall be a public service commission, composed of five members, appointed by
the governor subject to confirmation by the senate for staggered terms of six years. The
governor shall fill each vacancy on the commission by appointing one of not fewer than three
persons nominated by a nominating commission established by law. A commissioner shall
assume office only after confirmation by the senate. The qualifications, compensation, and
residency requirements of members of the commission and powers, duties and administrative
procedures of the commission shall be as provided by general law. A chairperson shall be
selected by the members of the commission from its membership. The commission shall
regulate such public utilities as may be provided by general law. It shall also regulate such
other entities as may be provided by general law. Judicial review of commission actions shall
be taken directly to the supreme court by certiorari.
(b) There shall be an appointed public counsel, as prescribed by law, who shall provide
legal representation for the people of the state relating to matters contained in this section
in proceedings before the commission as prescribed by law.
Schedule to Article IV, Section 10.-
(a) This section shall be deemed to be deleted from this Constitution ten (10) years from
its becoming effective and will become a general law which may thereafter be amended by
law.
(b) The public service commissioner elected in November, 1976 shall become a member
of the public service commission created herein, and shall serve a term to expire January 1,
1981.
(c) The public service commissioners elected in November, 1978 shall become members
of the public service commission created herein, and shall serve terms to expire January 1,
1982.
(d) The terms of the original appointees to the public service commission shall expire as
follows:
(1) One member's term shall expire on January 1, 1983.
(2) One member's term shall expire on January 1, 1984.
(e) This section shall become effective January 4, 1979, and the appointments required
under this section shall be made prior to March 1, 1979, and shall not be subject to a
nominating commission unless one has been established by law.
SECTION 11. Department of health.-There shall be a department of health, the head
of which shall be a physician with training in public health who is appointed by the governor
and confirmed by the senate. The department shall have supervision of matters pertaining
to the protection and promotion of the health of the people of Florida as prescribed by law.
Schedule to Article IV, Section 11.-This section shall take effect on July 1, 1979.
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ARTICLE V
JUDICIARY
SECTION 1. Courts.-The judicial power shall be vested in a supreme court, district
courts of appeal, circuit courts and county courts. No other courts may be established by the
state, any political subdivision or any municipality. The legislature shall, by general law,
divide the state into appellate court districts and judicial circuits following county lines.
Commissions established by law, or administrative officers or bodies may be granted quasi-
judicial power in matters connected with the functions of their offices. All judicial hearings
and records and all proceedings and records of judicial agencies except grand and petit juries
shall be open and accessible to the people. When it is essential to accomplish overriding
governmental purposes or to protect privacy interests, the supreme court by rule or the
legislature by general law may exempt hearings, proceedings and records from this section.
SECTION 2. Administration; practice and procedure.-
(a) The supreme court shall adopt rules for the practice and procedure in all courts
including the time for seeking appellate review, the administrative supervision of all courts,
the transfer to the court having jurisdiction of any proceeding when the jurisdiction of another
court has been improvidently invoked, and a requirement that no cause shall be dismissed
because an improper remedy has been sought. These rules may be repealed by general law
enacted by two-thirds vote of the membership of each house of the legislature.
(b) The chief justice of the supreme court shall be chosen by a majority of the members
of the court. He shall be the chief administrative officer of the judicial system. He shall have
the power to assign justices or judges, including consenting retired justices or judges, to
temporary duty in any court for which the judge is qualified and to delegate to a chief judge
of a judicial circuit the power to assign judges for duty in his respective circuit. The budget
for the judicial branch shall be submitted directly to the legislature as provided by law.
(c) A chief judge for each district court of appeal shall be chosen by a majority of the
judges thereof or, if there is no majority, by the chief justice. The chief judge shall be
responsible for the administrative supervision of the court.
(d) A chief judge in each circuit shall be chosen from among the circuit judges as provided
by supreme court rule. The chief judge shall be responsible for the administrative supervision
of the circuit courts and county courts in his circuit.
SECTION 3. Supreme Court.-
(a) ORGANIZATION.-The supreme court shall consist of seven justices. -Of-hesev
ju@t6ee,-eee ., peate diseiet she* have-at, 4east- ee-jestioe-eleted .or-appeinted- Eom-the
.dsts'ieb -to- the- sui~eme. .c t-who- s,e- . 'skkem. ,of'-he -ie&~e-at -thie- ei-i- g al-
appeitkeA-eet-ee .leetieo. Five justices shall constitute a quorum. The concurrence of four
justices shall be necessary to a decision. Werrreetsls-fs-easeecourteht-bes-r~
frem ci oientig-beeatse ef the eqt i ts ei'hia seetien, audges-seeei ed peieestdsty
may-43 otibstiteted-for -juetices.
(b) JURISDICTION.-The supreme court:
(1) Shall hear appeals from final judgments of trial courts imposing the death penalty
and, upon application of the defendant, shall hear appeals from final judgments of convic-
tions in which the death penalty could have been imposed. If an appeal from a conviction in
which a life sentence was imposed results in retrial, the life sentence shall be the maximum
penalty imposed on retrial. The supreme court shall also hear appeals from orders of trial
courts and decisions of district courts of appeal initially and directly passing on the validity
of a state statute or a federal statute or treaty, or construing a provision of the state or federal
constitution.
(2) When provided by general law, shall hear appeals from final judgments and orders of
trial courts imposing life imprisonment or final judgments entered in proceedings for the
validation of bonds or certificates of indebtedness.
(3) May review by certiorari any decision of a district court of appeal that affects a class
of constitutional or state officers, that passes upon a question certified by a district court of
appeal to be of great public interest, or that is in direct conflict with a decision of any district
court of appeal or of the supreme court on the same question of law, and any interlocutory
order passing upon a matter which upon final judgment would be directly appealable to the
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supreme court; and may issue writs of certiorari to the public service commission or commis-
sions having statewide jurisdiction established by general law heving-satewide eisieti.
(4) May issue writs of prohibition to courts and commissions in causes within the jurisdic-
tion of the supreme court to review, and all writs necessary to the complete exercise of its
jurisdiction.
(5) May issue writs of mandamus and quo warranto to state officers and state agencies.
(6) May, or any justice may, issue writs of habeas corpus returnable before the supreme
court or any justice, a district court of appeal or any judge thereof, or any circuit judge.
(7) Shall have the power of direct review of administrative action prescribed by general
law.
(c) CLERK AND MARSHAL.-The supreme court shall appoint a clerk and a marshal
who shall hold office during the pleasure of the court and perform such duties as the court
directs. Their compensation shall be fixed by general law. The marshal shall have the power
to execute the process of the court throughout the state, and in any county may deputize the
sheriff or a deputy sheriff for such purpose.
Schedule to Article V, Section 3.-The provision in subsection 3(b)(1) which allows a
defendant upon application to appeal to the supreme court in cases where the death penalty
could have been imposed, shall only apply to those cases where the final judgments are
entered on or after January 1, 1979.
SECTION 4. District courts of appeal.-
(a) ORGANIZATION.-There shall be a district court of appeal serving each appellate
district. Each district court of appeal shall consist of at least three judges. Three judges shall
consider each case and the concurrence of two shall be necessary to a decision.
(b) JURISDICTION.-
(1) District courts of appeal shall have jurisdiction to hear appeals, that may be taken as
a matter of right, from final judgments or orders of trial courts, including those entered on
review of administrative action, not directly appealable to the supreme court or a circuit
court. They may review interlocutory orders in such cases to the extent provided by rules
adopted by the supreme court.
(2) District courts of appeal shall have the power of direct review of administrative action,
as prescribed by general law.
(3) A district court of appeal or any judge thereof may issue writs of habeas corpus
returnable before the court or any judge thereof or before any circuit judge within the terri-
torial jurisdiction of the court. A district court of appeal may issue writs of mandamus,
certiorari, prohibition, quo warranto, and other writs necessary to the complete exercise of
its jurisdiction. To the extent necessary to dispose of all issues in a cause properly before it,
a district court of appeal may exercise any of the appellate jurisdiction of the circuit courts.
(c) CLERKS AND MARSHALS.-Each district court of appeal shall appoint a clerk and
a marshal who shall hold office during the pleasure of the court and perform such duties as
the court directs. Their compensation shall be fixed by general law. The marshal shall have
the power to execute the process of the court throughout the territorial jurisdiction of the
court, and in any county may deputize the sheriff or a deputy sheriff for such purpose.
SECTION 5. Circuit courts.-
(a) ORGANIZATION.-There shall be a circuit court serving each judicial circuit.
(b) JURISDICTION.-The circuit courts shall have original jurisdiction not vested in the
county courts, and jurisdiction of appeals when provided by general law. They shall have the
power to issue writs of mandamus, quo warranto, certiorari, prohibition and habeas corpus,
and all writs necessary or proper to the complete exercise of their jurisdiction. Jurisdiction
of the circuit court shall be uniform throughout the state. They shall have the power of direct
review of administrative action prescribed by general law.
SECTION 6. County courts.-
(a) ORGANIZATION.-There shall be a county court in each county. There shall be one
or more judges for each county court as prescribed by general law.
(b) JURISDICTION.-The county courts shall exercise the jurisdiction prescribed by
general law. Such jurisdiction shall be uniform throughout the state.
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SECTION 7. Specialized divisions.-All courts except the supreme court may sit in divi-
sions as may be established by supreme court rule *eneral 4aw. A circuit or county court may
hold civil and criminal trials and hearings in any place within the territorial jurisdiction of
the court as designated by the chief judge of the circuit.
SECTION 8. Eligibility.-No person shall be eligible for the office of justice or judge of
any court unless he is an elector of the state and resides in the territorial jurisdiction of the
respective his court. The legislature may prescribe a retirement age of not less than seventy
years of age for justices and judges. No-justioe:eudge-he14 .eive-after aia'tiagVhe ege-o
y -- assigln4eA-or-to eorletee-temr e-haf-of-whieh4e
-has -served- No person is eligible for the office of justice of the supreme court or judge of a
district court of appeal unless he is, and has been for the preceding ten years, a member of
the bar of Florida. No person is eligible for the office of circuit judge unless he is, and has
been for the preceding five years, a member of the bar of Florida. Unbes-~eis-pvide4
by-genemtl-lewr e-seony-.ooct -ji . must. be-a-mesabe -fhe ba- f-F~~ifoei . No person is
eligible for the office of county court judge unless he is a member of the bar of Florida.
Schedule to Article V, Section 8.-
(a) Until changed bylaw, no justice or judge shall serve after attaining the age of seventy
years except upon temporary assignment or to complete a term, one half of which he has
served.
(b) Any county court judge in office on the date this article is adopted shall not be
ineligible to serve as a county court judge merely because of non-membership in the bar of
Florida as long as such judge's service is continuous.
SECTION 9. Determination of number of judges.-The supreme court shall establish by
rule uniform criteria for the determination of the need for additional judges except supreme
court justices, the necessity for decreasing the number of judges and for increasing, decreasing
or redefining appellate districts and judicial circuits. If the supreme court finds that a need
exists for increasing or decreasing the number of judges or increasing, decreasing or redefining
appellate districts and judicial circuits, it shall, prior to the next regular session of the
legislature, certify to the legislature its findings and recommendations concerning such need.
Upon receipt of such certificate, the legislature, at the next regular session, shall consider the
findings and recommendations and may reject the recommendations or by law implement
the recommendations in whole or in part; provided the legislature may create more judicial
offices than are recommended by the supreme court or may decrease the number of judicial
offices by a greater number than recommended by the court only upon a finding of two-thirds
of the membership of both houses of the legislature, that such a need exists. A decrease in
the number of judges shall be effective only after the expiration of a term. If the supreme
court fails to make findings as provided above when need exists, the legislature may by
concurrent resolution request the court to certify its findings and recommendations and upon
the failure of the court to certify its findings for nine consecutive months, the legislature may,
upon a finding of two-thirds of the membership of both houses of the legislature that a need
exists, increase or decrease the number of judges or increase, decrease or redefine appellate
districts and judicial circuits.
SECTION 10. Retention; election and terms.-
-(e)- Any justice of the supreme court or any judge of a district court of appeal, circuit
court, or county court may qualify for retention by a vote of the electors in the general election
next preceding the expiration of his term in the manner prescribed by law. If a justice or judge
is ineligible or fails to qualify for retention, a vacancy shall exist in that office upon the
expiration of the term being served by the justice or judge. When a justice of the supreme
court or a judge of a district court of appeal, circuit court, or county court so qualifies, the
ballot shall read substantially as follows: "Shall Justice (or Judge) . . . (name of justice or
judge) . . . of the . . . (name of the court) . . . be retained in office?" If a majority of the
qualified electors voting on the question of retention within the territorial jurisdiction of the
court vote to retain, the justice or judge shall be retained for a term of six years commencing
on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in January following the general election. If a
majority of the qualified electors voting on the question of retention within the territorial
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jurisdiction of the court vote to not retain, a vacancy shall exist in that office upon the
expiration of the term being served by the justice or judge.
-(b)- - -i-reuit jadges -and -judges-ei F vount cow& shel - -elected- by-vote of -te- qe4ifed
electors, -within- the -terwiel- i sdictaion-4o 4heiiL espeetik'e- eeus.-T-l. teme- of-eieet,
judges-shaH-be-fr-six-yeas. -The -tes, ef-ittdges-of- euenty -c -h ehll- be-for-fou4-year.
SECTION 11. Vacancies.-
(a) The governor shall fill each vacancy on the supreme court,-eLon a district court of
appeal, on a circuit court, or on a county court by appointing, for a term ending on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in January of the year following the next general election
occurring at least one year after the date of appointment, one of not fewer than three persons
nominated by the appropriate judicial nominating commission.
($- -T-h. gevemosha4-f4il -ech vaeaney.of a-eireuit-eept-oi, eeR eety out by- appnt-
ing-for- a-tem-ending- the- &%st -Tuesday-&tep -the- fstr 4ondey -in-Janury-of- the-year
follewing -the- tiext-ppitnary -ed generl 4eetitrn, -one of-naeb fewer -thanteee-pesone. moi.-
saed -by..te-apprpiete -jleieI- nemiet"g .eo43!,, A" eleet ion-shal-be-heid-te .ftH
tbet-judi.cia office -forthe- teem-ef t he-effiee, beginning -at-the en& of .the,-appeieted. tepr-.
*eXb) The nominations shall be made within thirty days from the occurrence of a vacancy
or from the acceptance of a resignation by the governor, whichever is sooner, unless the period
is extended by the governor for a time not to exceed thirty days. The governor shall make
the appointment within sixty days after the nominations have been certified* to him.
-()(c) There shall be a separate judicial nominating commission as provided by general
law for the supreme court, each district court of appeal, and each judicial circuit for all trial
courts within the circuit. Uniform rules of procedure for the judicial nominating commissions
shall be prescribed by the supreme court. All proceedings and records of the judicial nominat-
ing commissions shall be open and accessible to the public. The supreme court may by rule
exempt portions of the proceedings and records from this provision when it is essential to
accomplish overriding governmental purposes or to protect privacy interests.
SECTION 12. Discipline; removal and retirement.-
(a) There shall be a judicial qualifications commission vested with jurisdiction to investi-
gate and recommend to the Supreme Court of Florida the removal from office of any justice
or judge whose conduct, during term of office or otherwise occurring on or after November 1,
1966, (without regard to the effective date of this section) demonstrates a present unfitness
to hold office, and to investigate and recommend the reprimand of a justice or judge whose
conduct, during term of office or otherwise occurring on or after November 1, 1966 (without
regard to the effective date of this section), warrants such a reprimand. The commission shall
be composed of:
(1) Two judges of district courts of appeal selected by the judges of those courts, two
circuit judges selected by the judges of the circuit courts and two judges of county courts
selected by the judges of those courts;
(2) Two electors who reside in the state, who are members of the bar of Florida, and who
shall be chosen by the governing body of the bar of Florida; and
(3) Five electors who reside in the state, who have never held judicial office or been
members of the bar of Florida, and who shall be appointed by the governor.
(b) The members of the judicial qualifications commission shall serve staggered terms,
not to exceed six years, as prescribed by general law. No member appointed by the governing
body of the bar of Florida shall be eligible to serve consecutive terms. No member of the
commission except a justice or judge shall be eligible for state judicial office so long as he is
a member of the commission and for a period of two years thereafter. No member of the
commission shall hold office in a political party or participate in any campaign for judicial
office or hold public office; provided that a judge may participate in his own campaign for
judicial office and hold that office. The commission shall elect one of its members as its
chairman.
(c) Members of the judicial qualifications commission not subject to impeachment shall
be subject to removal from the commission pursuant to the provisions of Article IV, Section
7, Florida Constitution.
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(d) The commission shall adopt rules regulating its proceedings, the filling of vacancies
by the appointing authorities, the disqualification of members, and the temporary replace-
ment of disqualified or incapacitated members. The commission's rules, or any part thereof,
may be repealed by general law enacted by a majority vote of the membership of each house
of the legislature, or by the supreme court, five justices concurring. Until formal charges
against a justice or judge are filed by the commission with the clerk of the supreme court of
Florida all proceedings by or before the commission shall be confidential; provided, however,
upon a finding of probable cause and the filing by the commission with said clerk of such
formal charges aganst a justice or judge such charges and all further proceedings before the
commission shall be public. The commission may with seven members concurring recom-
mend to the supreme court the temporary suspension of any justice or judge against whom
formal charges are pending.
(e) The commission shall have access to all information from all executive, legislative and
judicial agencies, including grand juries, subject to the rules of the commission. At any time,
on request of the speaker of the house of representatives or the governor, the commission shall
make available all information in the possession of the commission for use in consideration
of impeachment or suspension, respectively.
(f) Upon recommendation of two-thirds of the members of the judicial qualifications
commission, the supreme court may order that the justice or judge be disciplined by appropri-
ate reprimand, or be removed from office with termination of compensation for willful or
persistent failure to perform his duties or for other conduct unbecoming a member of the
judiciary demonstrating a present unfitness to hold office, or be involuntarily retired for any
permanent disability that seriously interferes with the performance of his duties. Malafides,
scienter or moral turpitude on the part of a justice or judge shall not be required for removal
from office of a justice or judge whose conduct demonstrates a present unfitness to hold office.
After the filing of a formal proceeding and upon request of the commission, the supreme court
may suspend the justice or judge from office, with or without compensation, pending final
determination of the inquiry.
(g) The power of removal conferred by this section shall be both alternative and cumula-
tive to the power of impeachment t thepoweeef-eesperte -byke-governeyrt refoveA
koy, the erete.
(h) Notwithstanding any of the foregoing provisions of this section, if the person who is
the subject of proceedings by the judicial qualifications commission is a justice of the supreme
court of Florida all justices of such court automatically shall be disqualified to sit as justices
of such court with respect to all proceedings therein concerning such person and the supreme
court for such purposes shall be composed of a panel consisting of the seven chief judges of
the judicial circuits of the state of Florida most senior in tenure of judicial office as circuit
judge. For purposes of determining seniority of such circuit judges in the event there be judges
of equal tenure in judicial office as circuit judge the judge or judges from the lower numbered
circuit or circuits shall be deemed senior. In the event any such chief circuit judge is under
investigation by the judicial qualifications commission or is otherwise disqualified or unable
to serve on the panel, the next most senior chief circuit judge or judges shall serve in place of
such disqualified or disabled chief circuit judge.
ji')- SG HED44LE-TO. SECI.ON -1f.
0) - -The-term& o-offtie-ef the-present-membeee he-jeit-q l a1.ct ose eefmmisgsie
shell expie on. Janiiery- 4Q7 -asd-new-membersho4 4,be appointed-to. serve the-following-
staggeped. tesm&
a- - Geap+ -The e
efitele-V; ene-member-of-the bae of-Ilorida as-setfeartit 4n*. 4(a)(*(-of-AetieleV- -one-jge
frent -he- iet.i o fts o -appeal-and-one .ci.euit-judge-as set 4eth ins- 4-2eoj1)"ef -Atiele-V
shel-expie- en-Derember 841r {-176.
b - -Grep4] Te-ts n oer memes- c peedneeleote et-forth-i-e.-1<e- 3>
ef A4tiole-Vr ee ember of e-bare F4eid-as set. e .- r eA iele ..V-,-or0 ekruibt
jgige end one-eeanty jtidge-" set ieith 4n-&e-12(e)41( .of-Artiee 4 shell- eocpip& en-Decem be,
8t,-9q8-
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- -Grmp -.- The- -rms- o -four- members, -omposed -of. two- eleetera -as- set -forth -irr s-
•12a"(9-of *rtiee- -,-ene -xdge" fom- the -.(d6s cK se appeel-and-.eoe ty-jidge w
set- forth- in s- -2(a) ')-of #atiele-V; shai1- expire en-B*eeber 8i- ,880.
12) - -The-1l976 amendment to seetio rn2 4 i- tiele.V- 4fsubvnitted-ta speeW-eetiovrlrw i
{ake-effeet- uporr approval+r the -leeto-efFlopide-
SECTION 13. Prohibited activities.-All justices and judges shall devote full time to
their judicial duties. They shall not engage in the practice of law or hold office in any political
party.
SECTION 14. Judicial salaries.-All justices and judges shall be compensated only by
state salaries fixed by general law. The judiciary shall have no power to fix appropriations.
SECTION 15. Attorneys; admission and discipline.-The supreme court shall have exclu.
sive jurisdiction to regulate the admission of persons to the practice of law and the discipline
of persons admitted.
SECTION 16. Clerks of the circuit courts.-There shall be in each county a clerk of the
circuit court who shall be selected pursuant to the provisions of Article VIII section 1. Not-
ithstandngmry vth-pision- eosttatio-b The duties of the clerk of the circuit
court may be divided by special or general law between two officers, one serving as clerk of
court and recorder, and one serving as ex officio clerk of the board of county commissioners,
auditor, recorder, and custodian of all county funds. There may be a clerk of the county court
if authorized by general or special law.
Schedule to Article V, Section 16.-The revision to this section shall not invalidate any
plan for the division of the clerk's duties which was adopted prior to the effective date of the
revised constitution.
SECTION 17. State District attorneys.-In each judicial circuit a-state district attorney
shall be elected for a term of four years. He shall be the prosecuting officer of all trial courts
in that circuit and shall perform other duties prescribed by general law; provided, however,
when authorized by general law, the violations of all municipal ordinances may be prosecuted
by municipal prosecutors. A state district attorney shall be an elector of the state and reside
in the territorial jurisdiction of the circuit. He shall be and have been a member of the bar
of Florida for the preceding five years. He shall devote full time to his duties, and he shall
not engage in the private practice of law. tele District attorneys shall appoint such assistant
state district attorneys as may be authorized by law.
SECTION 18. Public defenders.-In each judicial circuit a public defender shall be
elected for a term of four years. He shall perform duties prescribed by general law. A public
defender shall be an elector of the state and reside in the territorial jurisdiction of the circuit.
He shall be and have been a member of the bar of Florida for the preceding five years. Public
defenders shall appoint such assistant public defenders as may be authorized by law.
SECTION 19. Judicial officers as conservators of the peace.-All judicial officers in this
state shall be conservators of the peace.
6 -FON- Schedule to Article V.-
al - -This article -shell -eeplaee -i -of- Atiele-V- f b44e- Contitetlen-e 486W, -a& amended,
w%4e-shalthe. etand-pepeele4
Unless otherwise provided for in this constitution, each court of this state shall have the
jurisdiction immediately theretofore exercised by it, and it shall determine all proceedings
pending before it on the effective date of this constitution.
4b4- -E*cept-to the -eeteet -iconsistent-with the-pro-isions-es this. atir4e,-al4-pPoveiors of
.low: eA. vles, eert min-fetee en- the effective dete-of-*he ertieleehsll, eeiytie in ect ueti
eerseded -in.." -manner -m.thorised -by 4bhe-eonstitrion.
-(-) - -Afte. -this -aetiele-besemes- effective,- a,.- tmil- c4nged- b4p. general. -law- ineessitent
wish -seetions- I -tbeegb9 of-this-atiele-
44 - -The- supreme. co@t shellee - he-jtisdiete -immediaethe retere-e eloised -by
-i-tr e-it hll deteemine-eAl proeeedings-pendmg before it-on -the feet v e-dete-ef-h i-e-ptele-
421 - -The- appellate- diettiets- shall- be- those -i- estence- on- the-date -of- adoption -of- this.
eticle.-Tee -ahel. be- -distriet eart- of eppeel..in-eaeh dist'iet.-Thie-distiict outs-of-eppeal-
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s hal-have-t, he-jurisdiction-immedietelyiereore ei " by-the distriet eutins-4 appeal
"md shall-determine all- proeeedigs-pending before them onwthe effective dote-oHf is-mtielr.
-(6)- -E ircuit- courts- shall- have-juAsdiction -of- appeels from- tounty- eouts- sad- municipal
oerts,.-neptt hes appeals which-my he-takeedieetlyto, the supreme eourt-and they-shll.
hove eekusiwe-oignal-jusdktio.in-eal-eotions st-low not-esnsable-hy-the-s ty-couns?
of preceedinp rea 6ng-t& the settlement -f-the- estate-of decedents end inineo,-the-grantng-
-of- lettes testamentay,- guardianship -inoluntary -hospitalisatior,-ths determinatio -of-io-
eempetenoy,- and- other +uriedietion -"aly -psotaining te-eearte-oS -pebatet -in-all-easee- in
equit itelidig-e lcsesresaing-tc-juvenies,-of all- feloeies" ad-si all-misdemeanos arising
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-(-74- -The- members.of- judioial niomieating-eommisien shal sere- for-a .term- of four years
e cept-the. terms-ef the-initie -merbers ef the-judcia l- seminating-eommisoions &shll excpire
-ao follower
s- -The-ters-of ense-eemberef cstegery, a.-b, and-e.-in-subsaotion-(c) &)-hersof-shall enpire
on "duly- 1 r -1Q74W
b.- - h1e terms-of-ene sn embe-eieategorya.-b.and-o, 4n-subeection (a)5) hereeisha4-epire
en -July" 1 4O7
- -Th temsof-oe membe"ef sategoiy-ar b, andc.e sbsesti n-$)4 her eo shall-eapi&o
4 8--Al-fiei-and-forfeitue arising- from-offenses tried in-th county-eour sko- be-eel-
leered,- and-aeeounted -for-by cleic of the-eourt "end deposited- in e-speeil trust, a count, A4
fines end -forfeitures- reeeived -from -violations-of -ordinances-er -misdemeos- eemmitted.
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witNin-a-county, ir-mu paodnene- cemnited- vthit e- nsunciehty-nitw the -trri
toria jurisdietion-of 'te-county- t-shsll- be-paid -monthly-to' the-county er-mvniriipahty
respectivel - 4f any-eee-ere-ee e d eol-leted in-conneon with-offeseetpied-efrconty
comrt,- al-eeurt- tosts shell-be-paid into the-gene l-revenue-kfnd-of-the state of -Reride ed'
surch 'othter-funids as-proocwibod by' general 4aw.
(4) - -Any' muneiplety' or-county' may -apply' to tbe-ehief odge-of the ceitin.ich~ha*
muniip1kay- e -omt- 4s -ituated -fr-the -co cort 4o- sit- i -o 4eatien- suieble-to -he
muniipelity- or-eesnty 4d -convenienit-in- time-and-place- to -ts citixens 'and -police officers
end upo' such-appii eaid'hef judge-shall dirc ci the-eourtto eiti" the-lecstio unless'
he shil-deteemine the-reqest 4s netjtmtifmd.-f-th4ehiefjudge does noteshonise the-co ty
-ourt to-sit-in' the-locatior csquested,-the comuty-er rnaieipality- my eppily-to' the supreme
ceurt 4er a-opde-direeting the -coy-eoupt-,to sit-in. the 4oeatiot -Any-nrticipality crcountyt
which-se pp*ies- shall-be -reqtire to-provde-the- appropriote-physicale4* ites-inw1.ieh-the
eunty 'okt-may- hold-copt-
ei1 - 'All-coute- except te- suprem-e' trt may-sit--i divisions es-mey' be- e tabled -by
local rtle a e by-the -sueme -mort-
tHf)- --A -comty, cout -jedge- in 'any -co haveing-' populetion, f-4GO -ot- les-aeeording
tohe- lhst-decernial-eensus,-ehel 'notr be-required-to-be-e member cf-the- bar'of-Floida
(-P4- -Muni ipa- prosecutors-may' pseeute violetion-' f iuip-odinences-
(13- - -g.stice 'hell mean-ar justice-eeeted or-appointed-to the-upremecuend sh ll-not
kncude-asyjudge-asigned-&o-any-couet,
(4)-- Whet. this-artiele becomes' effctive:.
(-1- - All -eourts- eot-heein- othoried,- except, -do- -revided-by-subseetie- E d(-- of -tis
se"tion s91a cease to-exist nd urisdiete-to eMue all-pending -owes end e fpoee all-prier
ders-and-judgments- shall- vest. 4n-he -eourt-that wetld -hae piodietion- of the- cause -if
thereafter- nsmtituted.- A l -records -of- and- roperty-heIl by corts ebolishe 4ereby- shall-be
transferred- tohe-poper- office ef'the-appropriate-e-under'ts-etie-
(-2-- - J ges-of -the- following-eeite -t, heir-terms -do -not- expi- 4-1973 -and -if -tey- are
eligible *ndePqbsetin-(-d448> herees,-ahall become eddtione-o-oe the cir-court-for
eaeh-of-the countie ef -their fespeetive-eifeuits, end shell- serve as' suc- eircoit, judges for the
remainder othe- teprns -tc-wieh -they-were -leeted and shall-be eligible fop electios-seivtit
judges -Thereafter -These courts' erei civil -court-of-record-of Dade -cot ' rminal- courts
of- poeopd,-the felony -our -of- roor4 eof-Aleaous,- Leo and i. eokmia-eoontiesrthe. eourts- of
reePd f-Brewapdr Breverd, -Eseamhie, -oililsboroughr L ee, AMnatee-and-Sart.ente,
to- civi4- and- criial- c t -of- reeord- cf-Pinellas-GC'tyr e -county -dges -owts-and
sepapate-kenile eots- in counties-having .- poptlatio-inw exceswf 40 ,0 according to -the
170 federol-eess.-n-m the effective dote-of-this-artiele, tere -itll be-an edditioal-numsbes
of 'positions-of-eircit judges equal-to- the -number- of eistingi-eireui.-jdges. end the-numbe-
of-judges-of the'ebove named -couts whese term-e-pires in 4O7 .Gleeto-soh offiees shall
take- place -et- the -soee-time-and-meaner es-election& to -other-state-judicial offices 'n- 972
and-the -term ef-ocv -offices -sll -bef rfae- term-of se -yeers - nlese-ehanged -ptrsiont -to
section nine-cf-this-artie 7 t he-nmbe-of circuit judges 'resentl5' exiting end created- by-thtis
ouboeetion shall-not -be' ehanged-
(.) - -In ell counties having-a 'population -of-less-then 4O9O0G eceordi-g to-th e I979-federal
oenue- and- h4eving-mo e- than-one -conty-jdge -on the-date of-the' adoption -of-this-artiele
thre- shall- be- the-same- number-f- judges-of- the-eeunty-eourtr as-them- are -county. jwdge
existing on-that dote-unless-ehanged, jpssunt-to seetise-9 -of-this-art e
-44 -- Munieipal-coue rts-ohlcontinue-witQ thei same juisdi0on-unti emended-or temni-
noted-in-s -nanner-prscribed- bypeci al-or egeneral-low rordinaces,-er ulntil-January , -14R-7-q
vhic -eoao- first .- O-thdate -eAl mnieipal -c ts not-previeusly' abeishesl-shsllease
to- exist- 'udges- of-m nieipal- eots- shall- premin-in. office-end-be sebjeet to-reeppeinitent
or, reelection -in-the -manner-ppescribed by' law-unti -eeid-eourt- are terminated-pursimt to
the -piroAsions- of-ths-subsection- Upon-municipal 'courts-being- terminated-o aboliohed- in
acordance- with-the provisens-of- tki subseetion -e- judge& theeof-wh- are -not members
of the- bar-of +-oridE,- shaH- be-eligihle-to - eel-election-as- judges -of county- eourts- f -their
respectN- comtie.
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Jf5) - -Judges,-hokhng-electiveffiee in ellother courts-abolished-by this article,-whse-ttres-
do int-expire-ir 1978-including judges esablished-peuantt Artie-VR section- an-- t t
of-the -Gemstitution- of 48- shaH-serve-as judges-of-tho ceuoty-eeu t.- fo h t renaider-of the
term -to-w4ieh-tbey-were eleeted, -lW4ess-ereated- pursuant to-eection 0 .o4-tis-Artilee V such
j'udicial -office-shaH-not. ,cntinue -to-existhereafter
-(6) - -By-March 21 r 1972;the supreme court shal-certify-the need-for-additional circuit mid
eountr judgeor -The -legislatue min-the -1-974 regular session- may -by -enera -law- ereate- sedi-
tional-offi, eeof-jdg% -the teeme-of &-whic-shell-h-begi-on--the ffective-d'te-of Ahs-etiele.
Elections- to -uch- offices s+el take-piece-at -the-same- time -end -masmer-so ele om -to-ethet,
stete-judiciee-offceeo- in -147.
-el)- - County judges-of-existing oontpy-dge'u- eorpts-and-jtiee- oft he-peas& and- magio-
trtes court who ere -at-members of-ba-of-Florida-shall e-eligible-to-seela election-es.eomty
.eept- jidges- f-heir-eepective-eounties-
-8 -No-jtudge -of- cour ebolished by-bhis-artiele- shaH-beeome-sr be- eligible- to become-a
judge- of-the- eircAt -cout-unless- he-has -been -member of-bar 4-Florida -for-th preeedin
five-yearsr
*9> - -The-office-of judges -of-Oil -ther-courts-ebelshed-by this article -shellb 4x- abolished-as
of the-effeetive-date -hfis-eetiele-
-(-0) -- Th&e- ffiee, 4-couty- solicor-and-prosecuig -attorney -shell- stand-abolshedr
allut y-solicitos -and presesutiog- attorneys-holding such-offies-upon -the-effective-date of
this-artiele-s hal -bcome-and -srvee assistant stat- attorneys-for-the poits in-whio their
eounties re- sitete-for- the -resainder ef -their 4eWe -with tompensation- not 4ess- than-thet-
reeeived-imnmediately -before ,the-effeetive-date -of-thi-eAiele-
-('el- -IAMFFEI3-OPERA'ON-0f 1 SOME- pROQ~SON&.-
-4- - -Al.- justices -of-theaWe pree -ootr judges -of-the -distriet -oorts -of-eppeal- and- eircdit
judges in ofice-upon-the effective dete-of-this-etiele-oh- -retai their-offikes-for-the enmein-
des of -tbeir resp"tive -terwm -ANl-members. of -the-judiial- qelifiestiens-omniesion -in-eff'ee
upor- the-effeetive- dote-f -this, -rtile-&hall-rstein -their -offi es- fo- the-Pemeaindep -of- their
respeeti6ve-terms.-Eech stete-attorney-in-sffiee on-the effective dote-of-this-artle-shaH -rtain
hi -office-for-the Temneinder-of- his- term?
J2)- - -Ne-justice-ea-jcdge holding office-immedietely, after-his-artiele-beoomes-effeotive who
held- judioial office-on Jby--1O-7--shall -e-subject-to-retirement from-"judicial offiee because
of ege- putsuant -to-sectin of-this -article-
if)- - Until-otherwise proided-by 4aw, te-nenjudicial- dties-equhred-of-eounty-judges-shaH
he-perfemed- by-the judges -of-the ce nty-eort.
f-)- -A l-proyisions -of- Article-V-of the- Consti Wtieo- of -1886 -as -meeded,-not embraced
herein-whihere-not-inconsistent-with this-revision shal-beeome-sqttutes subjee. to medifiea-
tion-or repea es-ae- other stautes-
(4-- T-he requiprents -of-section --4- relative 4o-all-eouat? cort vjudges-or any-j"dge -of-a
mnioipal -couPt- -who-entimes- to-hold -office- -purent- t-subssoien-(d)(4.)-hsPeof- being
eempensated- by- etate -selaies-shall-not -epply -prior -to- J ynue-- unles otherwise
provided -by- general- law-
i)- - )LE.TION -E- OBS1ETh- -SE34-3F, E- ITSMS.-The- legioltue shel -have
pewepr by- eaneurr - resolution,- to delete ren thkis article 'ry- subsection-of thi section-90including-this subsectiocn-whenq-aH-events-t -w hich The-su~bsection.-to- be-deleted-is-os could
become- appliceble hoe occurred- A. -legislativ e- determination- 4-~feet-mode, es-a .-basis-for
aplication of-this nboection shell- be-subject-to jutdicial -review,
43)-- EFFB 9 WE- DAT-.,--Umnless- otherwise- provided- hereim, -this- aticle- shel- -become
effective -et- ll .69. otlock-P.;. Rastern-St andard-Tm, 4auary -t -1-9 .
ARTICLE VI
SUFFRAGE AND ELECTIONS
SECTION 1. Regulation of elections.-All elections by the people shall be by direct and
secret vote at places accessible to the public. General elections shall be determined by a
plurality of votes cast. Registration and elections shall, and political party functions may,
be regulated by law.
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SECTION 2. Electors. Every citierf-thl- e ited -ts-whsa-les-wenty-one years
e ege-and-whe-has been- a-pennenent-resident-fo-me yea+-r the -state end sih -menths 4n-a
eountp,-if-egistered- a - vided-by-lw,- shall-be -af .eleeor-ef that -coui. -,.itior- may
he "made-by 4aw"f e rhe ere- es odent, f the-steae-whe-ere-at ieast-twenty-one ars of
ug-to vote-i+- the *leet4oen-of-ppeidetiel-eee es.e Any citizen of the United States eighteen
years of age or older who complies with the registration and residence requirements provided
by law shall be an elector.
SECTION 3. Oath.-Each eligible citizen upon registering shall subscribe the following:
"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will protect and defend the Constitution of the United
States and the Constitution of the State of Florida, and that I am qualified to register as an
elector under the Constitution and laws of the State of Florida."
SECTION 4. Disqualifications.-No person while incarcerated, on parole, or on proba-
tion, as a result of having been adjudicated guilty of eenvieed-ef a felony, shall be qualified
to vote or hold office, nor shall a person or adjudicated in this or any other state to be mentally
incompetent- shal1-be qualified to vote or hold office until adjudicated competent in a manner
provided by law estorato-o vileghre ss-lv -- disbiiy.
SECTION 5. General and special elections.-A general election shall be held in each
county on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of each even-numbered year
to choose a successor to each elective state and county officer whose term will expire before
the next general election and, except as provided herein, to fill each vacancy in elective office
for the unexpired portion of the term. Special elections and referenda shall be held as pro-
vided by law.
SECTION 6. Municipal and district elections.-Registration and elections in municipali-
ties shall, and in other governmental entities created by statute may, be provided by law.
ARTICLE VII
FINANCE AND TAXATION
SECTION 1. Taxation; appropriations; state expenses.-
(a) No tax shall be levied except in pursuance of law. No state ad valorem taxes shall be
levied upon real estate or tangible personal property. All other forms of taxation shall be
preempted to the state except as provided by general law.
(b) Motor vehicles, boats, airplanes, trailers, trailer coaches and mobile homes, as defined
by law, shall be subject to a license tax for their operation in the amounts and for the purposes
prescribed by law, but shall not be subject to ad valorem taxes.
(c) No money shall be drawn from the treasury except in pursuance of appropriation
made by law.
(d) Provision shall be made by law for raising sufficient revenue to defray the expenses
of the state for each fiscal period.
SECTION 2. Taxes; rate.-All ad valorem taxation shall be at a uniform rate within each
taxing unit, except the taxes on intangible personal property may be at different rates but
shall never exceed two mills on the dollar of assessed value; provided, as to any obligations
secured by mortgage, deed of trust, or other lien on real estate wherever located, an intangible
tax of not more than two mills on the dollar may be levied by law to be in lieu of all other
intangible assessments on such obligations.
SECTION 3. Taxes; exemptions.-
(a) All property owned by a municipality and held or used exclusively by it for municipal
or public purposes shall be exempt from taxation. A municipality, owning property outside
the municipality, may be required by general law to make payment to the taxing unit in
which the property is located. Such portions of property as are used predominately for educa-
tional, literary, scientific, religious or charitable purposes may be exempted by general law
from taxation.
(b) There shall be exempt from taxation, cumulatively, to-everyphead-of-afam44yesiding
4ai-thisetate to every natural person, household goods and personal effects to the value fixed
by general law, not less than one thousand dollars, and to every widow or widower or person
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who is blind or totally and permanently disabled, property to the value fixed by general law
not less than five hundred dollars.
(c) All leasehold interests created prior to January 1, 1978 in property owned by the
United States, the state, or any political subdivision, municipality, authority, district, agency
or public body corporate shall be exempt from ad valorem taxes when:
(1) The leasehold interests were created pursuant to legislation or lease agreements which
exempted, or which covenanted to exempt, such leasehold interests from ad valorem taxes,
or which covenanted to indemnify or hold harmless the lessee from any ad valorem taxes
levied in respect of the leased premises, or
(2) The property is leased for use in connection with providing air, ground or water
transportation, or is leased for use in connection with providing services to the public engaged
in air, ground or water transportation; provided however, no leasehold interest shall be ex-
empted by the provisions of this paragraph (2) if, prior to January 1, 1978, there shall have
been a voluntary payment of ad valorem taxes levied in respect of such leasehold interest.
(d) All leasehold interests in property owned by the United States, the state, or any
political subdivision, municipality, authority, district, agency, or public body corporate may
be exempted from ad valorem taxation as provided by law when the property is leased for a
public purpose for use in connection with providing air, ground, or water transportation,
whether or not for private profit, or is leased for a public purpose for use in connection with
providing services, whether or not for private profit, to the public engaged in air, ground, or
water transportation.
(e) The exemption of leasehold interests from ad valorem taxation provided by subsec-
tions (c) and (d) shall not be granted to any lessee who discriminates in its membership,
services or other activities on account of race, religion, sex or physical handicap.
SECTION 4. Taxation; assessments.-By general law regulations shall be prescribed
which shall secure a just valuation of all property for ad valorem taxation, provided:
(a) Agricultural land or land used exclusively for non-commercial recreational purposes
may be classified by general law and assessed solely on the basis of character or use.
(b) Pursuant to general law:
M1) - -Ptrstan -to-gemea4-lew Ttangible personal property held for sale as stock in trade
and livestock may be valued for taxation at a specified percentage of its value, may be
classified for tax purposes, or may be exempted from taxation.
(2) The legislature may prescribe procedures for the valuation of historic property at a
specified percentage of its assessed value.
(3) The legislature, until December 31, 1988, may exclude from the assessed value of real
property any increases in value attributable to the installation of a solar energy system.
(4) The legislature may prescribe a periodic revaluation of property at least every two
years, provided that adjustments for damage, destruction, additions to or deletions from
taxable properties shall be made annually.
(5) The legislature, by a two-thirds vote of the membership of each house, may prescribe
that real property located in an area designated by a county, municipality or authority
created pursuant to general or special law as a slum or blighted area for purposes of redevelop-
ment, be valued at a specified percentage of its value for a period of time not to exceed
twenty-five years, upon such terms, conditions, and restrictions as may be prescribed by such
law; provided that the assessed value of such property during such period shall not be less
than the assessed value of the land, exclusive of improvements, in the year immediately prior
to the year in which the area was designated as a slum or blighted area for purposes of
redevelopment.
SECTION 5. Estate, inheritance and income taxes.-
(a) NATURAL PERSONS. No tax upon estates or inheritances or upon the income of
natural persons who are residents or citizens of the state shall be levied by the state, or under
its authority, in excess of the aggregate of amounts which may be allowed to be credited upon
or deducted from any similar tax levied by the United States or any state.
(b) OTHERS. No tax upon the income of residents and citizens other than natural per-
sons shall be levied by the state, or under its authority, in excess of 5% of net income, as
defined by law, or at such greater rate as is authorized by a three-fifths (3/5) vote of the
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membership of each house of the legislature or as will provide for the state the maximum
amount which may be allowed to be credited against income taxes levied by the United States
and other states. There shall be exempt from taxation not less than five thousand dollars
($5,000) of the excess of net income subject to tax over the maximum amount allowed to be
credited against income taxes levied by the United States and other states.
-(e)- -EFFFA3T1VB fA Tiflseetior shall- beeem-e ffeeeive-ipmediety * epp
by-Qve eleetws -o-Flerida-
(c) No tax upon, or measured by, income shall be levied by this state, or under its
authority, in respect of the unrealized appreciation in value of any property which occurred
prior to November 2, 1971. Absent convincing evidence to the contrary, appreciation in the
value of property shall be considered to have occurred ratably over its holding period.
Schedule to Article VII, Section 5.-Subsection 5(c) shall take effect on November 7, 1978,
and shall not reduce any tax liability in respect of taxable years ending prior to such date.
SECTION 6. Homestead exemptions.-
(a) Every person who has the legal or equitable title to real estate and maintains thereon
the permanent residence of the owner, or another legally or naturally dependent upon the
owner, shall be exempt from taxation thereon, except assessments for special benefits, up to
the assessed valuation of five thousand dollars, upon establishment of right thereto in the
manner prescribed by law. The real estate may be held by legal or equitable title, by the
entireties, jointly, in common, as a condominium, or indirectly by stock ownership or mem-
bership representing the owner's or member's proprietary interest in a corporation owning a
fee or a leasehold initially in excess of ninety-eight years.
(b) Not more than one exemption shall be allowed any individual or family unit or with
respect to any residential unit. No exemption shall exceed the value of the real estate assessa-
ble to the owner or, in case of ownership through stock or membership in a corporation, the
value of the proportion which his interest in the corporation bears to the assessed value of
the property.
(c) By general law and subject to conditions specified therein, the exemption may be
increased up to an amount not exceeding ten thousand dollars of the assessed value of the
real estate if the owner has attained age sixty-five or is totally and permanently disabled.
(d) By general law, the amount of any exemption provided for in this section may be
annually adjusted to maintain the constant value of the exemption in the base year of 1979.
Such adjustment shall be made only after provision has been made for restitution to the
respective taxing authorities for revenue lost by such adjustment.
SECTION 7. Allocation of pari-mutuel taxes.-Taxes upon the operation of pari-mutuel
pools may be preempted to the state or allocated in whole or in part to the counties. When
allocated to the counties, the distribution shall be in equal amounts to the several counties.
SECTION 8. Aid to local governments.-State funds may be appropriated to the several
counties, school districts, municipalities or special districts upon such conditions as may be
provided by general law.
SECTION 9. Local taxes.-
(a) Counties, school districts, and municipalities shall, and special districts may, be
authorized by law to levy ad valorem taxes and may be authorized by general law to levy
other taxes, for their respective purposes, except ad valorem taxes on intangible personal
property and taxes prohibited by this constitution.
(b) Ad valorem taxes, exclusive of taxes levied for the payment of bonds and taxes levied
for periods not longer than two years when authorized by vote of the electors wJlO-arfe-the
owneps, of eehl-heia- twholly e empt &-aies, shall not be levied in excess of
the following millages upon the assessed value of real estate and tangible personal property:
for all county purposes, ten mills; for all municipal purposes, ten mills; for all school purposes,
ten mills; for water management purposes for the northwest portion of the state lying west of
the line between ranges two and three east, 0.05 mill; for water management purposes for the
remaining portions of the state, 1.0 mill; and for all other special districts a millage authorized
by law approved by vote of the electors who-are ewners-o-f-reehel" thepoifi-nel wholly exempt
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( aen-ta~sti. A county furnishing municipal services may, to the extent authorized by law,
levy additional taxes within the limits fixed for municipal purposes.
SECTION 10. Pledging credit.-Neither the state nor any county, school district, munici-
pality, special district, or agency of any of them, shall become a joint owner with, or stock-
holder of, or give, lend or use its taxing power or credit to aid any corporation, association,
partnership or person; but this shall not prohibit laws authorizing:
(a) the investment of public trust funds;
(b) the investment of other public funds in obligations of, or insured by, the United States
or any of its instrumentalities;
(c) the issuance and sale by any county, municipality, special district or other local
governmental body of (1) revenue bonds to finance or refinance the cost of capital projects
for airports or port facilities, or (2) revenue bonds to finance or refinance the cost of capital
projects for industrial or manufacturing plants to the extent that the interest thereon is
exempt from income taxes under the then existing laws of the United States, when, in either
case, the revenue bonds are payable solely from revenue derived from the sale, operation or
leasing of the projects. If any project , or part thereof, 4o financed under subsection (c)(2) or
ety-partthereof- is occupied or operated by any private corporation, association, partnership
or person pursuant to contract or lease with the issuing authority body, the property interest
created by such contract or lease shall be subject to taxation to the same extent as other
privately owned property, provided that an interest created under subsection (c)(1) may be
exempted from taxation.
(d) a municipality, county, special district, or agency of any of them, being a joint owner
of, giving, or lending or using its taxing power or credit for the joint ownership, construction
and operation of electrical energy generating or transmission facilities with any corporation,
association, partnership or person.
SECTION 11. State bonds; revenue bonds.-
(a) (1) State bonds pledging the full faith and credit of the state may be issued only to
finance or refinance the cost of state fixed capital outlay projects authorized by law, and
purposes incidental thereto, upon approval by a vote of the electors; provided state bonds
issued pursuant to this subsection (a) may be refunded without a vote of the electors at a
lower ft average net interest cost rate. The total outstanding principal of state bonds issued
pursuant to this subsection (a) shall never exceed fifty per cent of the total tax revenues of
the state for the two preceding fiscal years, excluding any tax revenues held in trust under
the provisions of this constitution.
-(b )-(2) Moneys sufficient to pay debt service on state bonds as the same becomes due shall
be appropriated by law.
(b) Any state bonds pledging the full faith and credit of the state issued under this section
or any other section of this Constitution may be combined for purposes of sale.
(c) Revenue bonds may be issued by the state or its agencies without a vote of the electors
only to finance or refinance the cost of state fixed capital outlay projects authorized by law,
and purposes incidental thereto, and shall be payable solely from funds derived from sources
other than state tax revenues or rents or fees paid from state tax revenues.
SECTION 12. Local bonds.-
(a) Counties, school districts, municipalities, special districts and local governmental
bodies with taxing powers may issue bonds, certificates of indebtedness or any form of tax
anticipation certificates, payable from ad valorem taxation and maturing more than twelve
months after issuance only:
(1) -(&)- to finance or refinance fixed capital outlay projects authorized by law, and pur-
poses incidental thereto, and only when approved by vote of the electors -
fveehokls- heiei- net who]4e~-ei~m pt.om-etoti ; or
(2)-(-b)- to refund outstanding bonds and interest and redemption premium thereon at a
lower-ntaverage net interest cost rate.
(b) Revenue bonds payable from sources other than ad valorem taxation may be issued
by local governmental bodies, without a vote of the electors, only to finance or refinance fixed
capital outlay projects authorized by law, and purposes incidental thereto.
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(c) Tax or revenue anticipation certificates maturing twelve months or less after issuance,
including all renewals thereof, may be issued by local governmental bodies for any purpose
authorized by law, without a vote of the electors; provided that neither such certificates nor
the interest thereon shall be paid from the proceeds of subsequent issues of tax or revenue
anticipation certificates.
(d) Notes maturing five years or less after issuance, including all renewals thereof, may
be issued by local governmental bodies in anticipation of the receipt of the proceeds of
revenue bonds or of bonds which have been approved by vote of the electors, only to finance
or refinance fixed capital outlay projects authorized by law, and purposes incidental thereto.
SECTION 13. Relief from illegal taxes.-Until payment of all taxes which have been
legally assessed upon the property of the same owner, no court shall grant relief from the
payment of any tax that may be illegal or illegally assessed.
SECTION 14. Bonds for pollution control and abatement facilities.-
(a) When authorized by law, state bonds pledging the full faith and credit of the state
may be issued without an election to finance or refinance the construction of air and water
pollution control and abatement and solid waste disposal facilities, or other water facilities
authorized by law, (herein referred to as "facilities") to be operated by any municipality,
county, district or authority, or any agency thereof (herein referred to as "local governmental
agencies"), or by any agency of the State of Florida. Such bonds shall be secured by a pledge
of and shall be payable primarily from all or any part of revenues to be derived from operation
of such facilities, special assessments, ,entea payments to be received under lease-ptwehase
agreements herein provided for, any other revenues that may be legally available for such
purpose, including revenues from other facilities, or any combination thereof (herein collec-
tively referred to as "pledged revenues"), and shall be additionally secured by the full faith
and credit of the State of Florida.
(b) No such bonds shall be issued unless a state fiscal agency, created designated by law,
has made a determination that in no state fiscal year will the debt service requirements of
the bonds proposed to be issued and all other bonds secured by the same pledged revenues
exceed seventy-five per cent of the pledged revenues. The term pledged revenues shall not
include amounts required to pay debt service on prior lien obligations, and such prior lien
debt service requirements shall not be included in the determination provided for by this
subsection (b).
(c) The state may lend money derived from the sale of such bonds lease to finance any of
such facilities -o for any local governmental agency, under lease.putehase agreements for such
periods and under such other terms and conditions as may be mutually agreed upon. The
local governmental agencies may pledge the revenues derived from such leased facilities or
any other available funds for the peymeot-of-Penials payments thereunder; and, in addition,
the full faith and credit and taxing power of such local governmental agencies may be pledged
for hej et~t<fsueh-rentel such payments without any vote of the electors electimof
freeholder eleetors-er. qualiried -eieetor.-
- - The stale may .else 4ssese aeteh-bends eP The- ee-e-loei-money t leee4-goyen--
menr -ageies,-fe-,e eenst e n -of-etol fs eisiti, te be.awned- ep operated4y eoyi-eiseek
4eea- gevernmentel-ageneies- Such loans shall bear interest at not more than one-half of one
per cent per annum greater than the last preceding issue of state bonds pursuant to this
section, -shell be- seeied, by. the -pledged-'e eea-aund-me. be-additienmaIy- seemped. 4. the
futl- feith-anid-epedit-of-bhe 4aeal- gve nimeael-agaeies.
-(e)-(d) The total outstanding principal of state bonds issued pursuant to this section 14
shall never exceed fifty per cent of the tetal- tax revenues of the state for the two preceding
fiscal years:-, excluding any tax revenues held in trust under the provisions of this Constitu-
tion.
SECTION 15. Revenue bonds for sehelarghip student loans.-
(a) When authorized by law, revenue bonds may be issued to establish a fund to make
loans to students determined to be eligible as prescribed by law and who have been admitted
to attend any public or private institutions of higher learning, junior colleges, health related
training institutions, or vocational training centers, which are recognized or accredited under
terms and conditions prescribed by law. Revenue bonds issued pursuant to this section shall
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be secured by a pledge of and shall be payable primarily from payments of interest, principal,
and handling charges to such fund from the recipients of the loans and, if authorized by law,
may be additionally secured by student fees and by any other moneys in such fund. There
shall be established from the proceeds of each issue of revenue bonds a reserve account in an
amount equal to and sufficient to pay the greatest amount of principal, interest, and handling
charges to become due on such issue in any ensuing state fiscal year.
(b) Interest -moneys Moneys in the fund established pursuant to this section, not required
in any fiscal year for payment of debt service on then outstanding revenue bonds or for
maintenance of the reserve account, may be used for educational loans to students deter-
mined to be eligible therefor in the manner provided by law, or for such other related purposes
as may be provided by law.
SECTION 16. Revenue bonds for housing and related facilities.-
(a) When authorized by law, revenue bonds may be issued without an election to finance
or refinance housing and related facilities in Florida.
(b) The revenue bonds shall be secured by a pledge of and shall be payable from all or
any part of revenues to be derived from the financing, operation or sale of such facilities,
mortgage or loan payments, or any other revenues or assets that may be legally available for
such purposes derived from sources other than ad valorem taxation, including revenues from
other similar facilities, or any combination thereof. All mortgages or loans derived from the
proceeds of such revenue bonds shall be insured or guaranteed by an agency of the United
States or shall be secured by the deposit by a lending institution of approved collateral
obligations in an amount sufficient to pay the principal and interest of such loans. No state
housing agency established by law shall make mortgage loans directly to any mortgagor.
(c) No revenue bonds shall be issued unless a state fiscal agency, designated by law, has
made a determination that in no state fiscal year will the debt service requirements of the
bonds proposed to be issued and all other bonds secured by the same pledged revenues exceed
the pledged revenues available for payment of such debt service requirement.
SECTION 17. Redevelopment of slum or blighted areas.-Redevelopment of slum or
blighted areas is a public purpose. Pursuant to general law passed by two-thirds vote of the
membership of each house, a county, municipality, or authority created pursuant to general
or special law may designate an area as a slum or blighted area and, with respect to such
area, may:
(a) Provide for the redevelopment of such area for residential, recreational, commercial,
or industrial uses;
(b) Acquire by eminent domain or otherwise, for purposes of redevelopment, property
located in such area;
(c) Sell or transfer property acquired in such area to any private person or public entity;
and
(d) Allocate tax increments to finance or refinance the redevelopment of such area and
issue, without approval by vote of the electors, revenue bonds payable from the increment in
taxes or revenues derived from redevelopment projects to finance or refinance such redevelop-
ment. A tax increment shall consist of that portion of the ad valorem tax revenues, for any
or all taxing authorities, collected each year from property located in a designated slum or
blighted area, which exceeds the tax revenues that would have been collected at the current
year's millage had such property been assessed at its value shown on the assessment roll in





(a) POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS. The state shall be divided by law into political subdi-
visions called counties. Counties may be created, abolished or changed by law, with provision
for payment or apportionment of the public debt.
(b) COUNTY FUNDS. The care, custody and method of disbursing county funds shall
be provided by general law.
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(c) GOVERNMENT. Pursuant to general or special law, a county government may be
established by charter which shall be adopted, amended or repealed only upon vote of the
electors of the county in a special election called for that purpose.
(d) COUNTY OFFICERS. There shall be elected by the electors of each county, for terms
of four years, a sheriff, a tax collector, a property appraiser, a supervisor of elections, and a
clerk of the circuit court; except, when provided by county charter or special law approved
by vote of the electors of the county, any county officer may be chosen in another manner
therein specificed, or any county office may be abolished when all the duties of the office
prescribed by general law are transferred to another office. When not otherwise provided by
county charter or special law approved by vote of the electors, the clerk of the circuit court
shall be ex officio clerk of the board of county commissioners, auditor, recorder and custodian
of all county funds. The duties of the clerk of the circuit court may be divided as provided in
Article V, section 16.
(e) COMMISSIONERS. Except when otherwise provided by county charter, the govern-
ing body of each county shall be a board of county commissioners composed of five members
serving staggered terms of four years. After each decennial census the board of county com-
missioners shall divide the county into districts of contiguous territory as nearly equal in
population as practicable, and prior to such division, the electors shall determine under a
procedure prescribed by law whether commissioners shall be elected county-wide or from
districts which are single-member or a combination thereof, except in counties which have
charters.
Schedule to Article VIII, Section 1.-The election to determine the type of districting under
Article VIII, s.1(e) shall be held during the general election November, 1980, and each 10
years thereafter, unless otherwise provided by law. One eenmissiees!gin-eaeh listfiet
ehall- be-elected-by -te-electos .ofh-theconty-
(f) NON-CHARTER GOVERNMENT. Counties not operating under county charters
shall have such power of self-government as is provided by general or special law. The board
of county commissioners of a county not operating under a charter may enact, in a manner
prescribed by general law, county ordinances not inconsistent with general or special law, but
an ordinance in conflict with a municipal ordinance shall not be effective within the munici-
pality to the extent of such conflict.
(g) CHARTER GOVERNMENT. Counties operating under county charters shall have all
powers of local self-government not inconsistent with general law, or with special law ap-
proved by vote of the electors. The governing body of a county operating under a charter may
enact county ordinances not inconsistent with general law. The charter shall provide which
shall prevail in the event of conflict between county and municipal ordinances.
(h) TAXES; LIMITATION. Property situate within municipalities shall not be subject
to taxation for services rendered by the county eieksivey for the benefit of the property or
residents in unincorporated areas, when such services are of no real and substantial benefit
to property or residents within the municipalities.
(i) COUNTY ORDINANCES. Each county ordinance shall be filed with the secretary of
state and shall become effective at such time thereafter as is provided by general law.
() VIOLATION OF ORDINANCES. Persons violating county ordinances shall be prose-
cuted and punished as provided by law.
(k) COUNTY SEAT. In every county there shall be a county seat at which shall be
located the principal offices and permanent records of all county officers. The county seat
may not be moved except as provided by general law. Branch offices for the conduct of county
business may be established elsewhere in the county by resolution of the governing body of
the county in the manner prescribed by law. No instrument shall be deemed recorded in the
county until filed at the county seat according to law.
SECTION 2. Municipalities.-
(a) ESTABLISHMENT. Municipalities may be established or abolished and their chart-
ers amended pursuant to general or special law. When any municipality is abolished, provi-
sion shall be made for the protection of its creditors.
(b) POWERS. Municipalities shall have governmental, corporate and proprietary powers
to enable them to conduct municipal government, perform municipal functions and render
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municipal services, and may exercise any power for municipal purposes except as otherwise
provided by law. Each municipal legislative body shall be elective.
(c) ANNEXATION. Municipal annexation of unincorporated territory, merger of munici-
palities, and exercise of extra-territorial powers by municipalities shall be as provided by
general or special law.
SECTION 3. Consolidation. -The government of a county and the government of one or
more municipalities located therein may be consolidated into a single government which may
exercise any and all powers of the county and the several municipalities. The consolidation
plan may be proposed only by special law, which shall become effective if approved by vote
of the electors of the county, or of the county and municipalities affected, as may be provided
in the plan. Consolidation shall not extend the territorial scope of taxation for the payment
of pre-existing debt except to areas whose residents receive a benefit from the facility or
service for which the indebtedness was incurred.
S TlON- 4 - -T~aes , 4f-pewes--y -ew-es~ kr tetio -of- thekr-ening- bed1eR- f
eaeh of4he- gevemments.ffeeted,-ay-funotien-or-pewer-ef-oa - t,-wmicipality-o speeie
diet~it me-be .ansferfed-tee enmeted-to- be-peiffermed by-aethe, eeutity- meiialit •
orpeie<tpiet,-afte-e eppol-by .yote-of4,he-eleete.ef the ,tnsferep aed-appreval-hy-ote
of-t,ke eleetos-of-the -transferee or-ae- etherwiee- previded .b) 4aw.
SECTION 4 -6- Local option.-Local option on the legality or prohibition of the sale of
intoxicating liquors, wines or beers shall be preserved to each county. The status of a county
with respect thereto shall be changed only by vote of the electors in a special election called
upon the petition of twenty-five per cent of the electors of the county, and not sooner than
two years after an earlier election on the same question. Where legal, the sale of intoxicating
liquors, wines and beers shall be regulated by law.
St KION&. Schedule to Article VI.-
-(e-- -T4ie-aP.ele-shal4-eplaee-e4 .of-AeiMele VLHI e ie-C stitetien .f-8&,,-a emeide*
e~oept hes, seetiofs-xppessiy etakied eind -made-a-p e e thie -rticle-b6 'eereec?.
(a)-(b)- COUNTIES; COUNTY SEATS; MUNICIPALITIES; DISTRICTS. The status of
the following items as they exist on the date this article becomes effective is recognized and
shall be continued until changed in accordance with law: the counties of the state; their status
with respect to the legality of the sale of intoxicating liquors, wines and beers; the method of
selection of county officers; the performance of municipal functions by county officers; the
county seats; and the municipalities and special districts of the state, their powers, jurisdic-
tion and government.
(b)-(c)- OFFICERS TO CONTINUE IN OFFICE. Every person holding office when this
artic-le becomes effective shall continue in office for the remainder of the term if that office
is not abolished. If the office is abolished the incumbent shall be paid adequate compensa-
tion, to be fixed by law, for the loss of emoluments for the remainder of the term.
(c)-(4)- ORDINANCES. Local laws relating only to unincorporated areas of a county on
the effective date of this article may be amended or repealed by county ordinance.
(d) CONSOLIDATION AND HOME RULE. Consolidation and home rule provisions
contained in the 1885 and 1968 Constitutions, as amended, and charters or plans adopted
pursuant thereto and in effect on the date of adoption of this revision, including all amend-
ments thereto, shall remain in full force and effect until the affected county or municipality
expressly adopts a new charter or home rule plan pursuant to this article.
•(e) --CONOeHDAION-AND- HM r f[U-E - A0-ticle-vYX, -Seeties-9,- 40, -1- ad- 4r of
the -Gestitution of-l8&,-as rn eaded, -hell- cemain-ift fu-foree -nd effect-o- t each-enunty
affeetedr ee-if-this-aielk- he- ot-been -adapted,- unti- that -omott. skah -el pres-y- adept-a
ehater-e4i home-ptle-pie VPumsian to 4hi& 'artiele- A4l preieeismef- the .Metpopelitan -Dade
Cotnty- Home-Rle-Gharte, -ertofie- or 4+ewfter- adepted -by the-electem o-Dade-Geuoty
pusmimr t e-Artiele- V4II-, -Seetien-1--,-ef-the-Genst~tee-ef- 1885,- as -naded, -she1 Joe-valid-,
ad-any -omendrees 4-tsh chertes sheil-be-velideo vided that the-said-pr, isios-ef-sueh
ehsrter-and4he-sai, amendments-thereto-ae atko iee eder-seid-Acticle *lull Sectioi- l44
of-the Genstitutiort Df-188&,-aa omended&
(e) 40 DADE COUNTY; POWERS CONFERRED UPON MUNICIPALITIES. To the
extent not inconsistent with the powers of existing municipalities or general law, the Metro-
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politan Government of Dade County may exercise all the powers conferred now or hereafter
by general law upon municipalities.
by-joint esohionr to-delee-from this article -any ubseetior-of this-Seetf- -ieluding-t4ts
smbsect4i omr whe e41 events- o whkh-the stbseetio- to be-d eleted-is-op eoeud becom e eji ea-bM e-eeetsrred.-A-legisletive Mtermietie ef-feet rescle-as e-b asis-for-appli cation- oe h
sttbsect~en ehell 4es ubjet- tju d~eil-ei ewe.
Note.-Section 9 of Article VIII of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 9. Legislative power over city of Jacksonville and Duval County.-The Legis-
lature shall have power to establish, alter or abolish, a Municipal corporation to be known
as the City of Jacksonville, extending territorially throughout the present limits of Duval
County, in the place of any or all county, district, municipal and local governments, boards,
bodies and officers, constitutional or statutory, legislative, executive, judicial, or administra-
tive, and shall prescribe the jurisdiction, powers, duties and functions of such municipal
corporation, its legislative, executive, judicial and administrative departments and its
boards, bodies and officers; to divide the territory included in such municipality into subordi-
nate districts, and to prescribe a just and reasonable system of taxation for such municipality
and districts; and to fix the liability of such municipality and districts. Bonded and other
indebtedness, existing at the time of the establishment of such municipality, shall be enforce-
able only against property theretofore taxable therefor. The Legislature shall, from time to
time, determine what portion of said municipality is a rural area, and a homestead in such
rural area shall not be limited as if in a city or town. Such municipality may exercise all the
powers of a municipal corporation and shall also be recognized as one of the legal political
divisions of the State with the duties and obligations of a county and shall be entitled to all
the powers, rights and privileges, including representation in the State Legislature, which
would accrue to it if it were a county. All property of Duval County and of the municipalities
in said county shall vest in such municipal corporation when established as herein provided.
The offices of Clerk of the Circuit Court and Sheriff shall not be abolished but the Legislature
may prescribe the time when, and the method by which, such offices shall be filled and the
compensation to be paid to such officers and may vest in them additional powers and duties.
No county office shall be abolished or consolidated with another office without making provi-
sion for the performance of all State duties now or hereafter prescribed by law to be performed
by such county officer. Nothing contained herein shall affect Section 20 of Article III of the
Constitution of the State of Florida, except as to such provisions therein as relate to regulating
the jurisdiction and duties of any class of officers, to summoning and impanelling grand and
petit jurors, to assessing and collecting taxes for county purposes and to regulating the fees
and compensation of county officers. No law authorizing the establishing or abolishing of such
Municipal corporation pursuant to this Section, shall become operative or effective until
approved by a majority of the qualified electors participating in an election held in said
County, but so long as such Municipal corporation exists under this Section the Legislature
may amend or extend the law authorizing the same without referendum to the qualified voters
unless the Legislative act providing for such amendment or extension shall provide for such
referendum.
Note.-Section 10, Art. VIII of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 10. Legislative power over city of Key West and Monroe county.-The Legisla-
ture shall have power to establish, alter or abolish, a Municipal corporation to be known as
the City of Key West, extending territorially throughout the present limits of Monroe County,
in the place of any or all county, district, municipal and local governments, boards, bodies
and officers, constitutional or statutory, legislative, executive, judicial, or administrative, and
shall prescribe the jurisdiction, powers, duties and functions of such municipal corporation,
its legislative, executive, judicial and administrative departments and its boards, bodies and
officers; to divide the territory included in such municipality into subordinate districts, and
to prescribe a just and reasonable system of taxation for such municipality and districts; and
to fix the liability of such municipality and districts. Bonded and other indebtedness, existing
at the time of the establishment of such municipality, shall be enforceable only against
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property theretofore taxable therefor. The Legislature shall, from time to time, determine
what portion of said municipality is a rural area, and a homestead in such rural area shall
not be limited as if in a city or town. Such municipality may exercise all the powers of a
municipal corporation and shall also be recognized as one of the legal political divisions of
the State with the duties and obligations of a county and shall be entitled to all the powers,
rights and privileges, including representation in the State Legislature, which would accrue
to it if it were a county. All property of Monroe County and of the municipality in said county
shall vest in such municipal corporation when established as herein provided. The offices of
Clerk of the Circuit Court and Sheriff shall not be abolished but the Legislature may prescribe
the time when, and the method by which, such offices shall be filled and the compensation
to be paid to such officers and may vest in them additional powers and duties. No county
office shall be abolished or consolidated with another office without making provision for the
performance of all State duties now or hereafter prescribed by law to be performed by such
county officer. Nothing contained herein shall affect Section 20 of Article III of the Constitu-
tion of the State of Florida, except as to such provisions therein as relate to regulating the
jurisdiction and duties of any class of officers, to summoning and impanelling grand and petit
juries, to assessing and collecting taxes for county purposes and to regulating the fees and
compensation of county officers. No law authorizing the establishing or abolishing of such
Municipal corporation pursuant to this Section shall become operative or effective until
approved by a majority of the qualified electors participating in an election held in said
County, but so long as such Municipal corporation exists under this Section the Legislature
may amend or extend the law authorizing the same without referendum to the qualified voters
unless the Legislative Act providing for such amendment or extension shall provide for such
referendum.
Note.-Section 11 of Art. VIII of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 11. Dade County, home rule charter.-(1) The electors of Dade County, Flor-
ida, are granted power to adopt, revise, and amend from time to time a home rule charter of
government for Dade County, Florida, under which the Board of County Commissioners of
Dade County shall be the governing body. This charter:
(a) Shall fix the boundaries of each county commission district, provide a method for
changing them from time to time, and fix the number, terms and compensation of the
commissioners, and their method of election.
(b) May grant full power and authority to the Board of County Commissioners of Dade
County to pass ordinances relating to the affairs, property and government of Dade County
and provide suitable penalties for the violation thereof; to levy and collect such taxes as may
be authorized by general law and no other taxes, and to do everything necessary to carry on
a central metropolitan government in Dade County.
(c) May change the boundaries of, merge, consolidate, and abolish and may provide a
method for changing the boundaries of, merging, consolidating and abolishing from time to
time all municipal corporations, county or district governments, special taxing districts,
authorities, boards, or other governmental units whose jurisdiction lies wholly within Dade
County, whether such governmental units are created by the Constitution or the Legislature
or otherwise, except the Dade County Board of County Commissioners as it may be provided
for from time to time by this home rule charter and the Board of Public Instruction of Dade
County.
(d) May provide a method by which any and all of the functions or powers of any munici-
pal corporation or other governmental unit in Dade County may be transferred to the Board
of County Commissioners of Dade County.
(e) May provide a method for establishing new municipal corporations, special taxing
districts, and other governmental units in Dade County from time to time and provide for
their government and prescribe their jurisdiction and powers.
(f) May abolish and may provide a method for abolishing from time to time all offices
provided for by Article VIH, Section 6, of the Constitution or by the Legislature, except the
Superintendent of Public Instruction and may provide for the consolidation and transfer of
the functions of such offices, provided, however, that there shall be no power to abolish or
impair the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court or to abolish any other court provided for by this
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Constitution or by general law, or the judges or clerks thereof although such charter may
create new courts and judges and clerks thereof with jurisdiction to try all offenses against
ordinances passed by the Board of County Commissioners of Dade County and none of the
other courts provided for by this Constitution or by general law shall have original jurisdiction
to try such offenses, although the charter may confer appellate jurisdiction on such courts,
and provided further that if said home rule charter shall abolish any county office or offices
as authorized herein, that said charter shall contain adequate provision for the carrying on
of all functions of said office or offices as are now or may hereafter be prescribed by general
law.
(g) Shall provide a method by which each municipal corporation in Dade County shall
have the power to make, amend or repeal its own charter. Upon adoption of this home rule
charter by the electors this method shall be exclusive and the Legislature shall have no power
to amend or repeal the charter of any municipal corporation in Dade County.
(h) May change the name of Dade County.
(i) Shall provide a method for the recall of any commissioner and a method for initiative
and referendum, including the initiation of and referendum on ordinances and the amend-
ment or revision of the home rule charter, provided, however, that the power of the Governor
and Senate relating to the suspension and removal of officers provided for in this Constitution
shall not be impaired, but shall extend to all officers provided for in said home rule charter.
(2) Provision shall be made for the protection of the creditors of any governmental unit
which is merged, consolidated, or abolished or whose boundaries are changed or functions or
powers transferred.
(3) This home rule charter shall be prepared by a Metropolitan Charter Board created
by the Legislature and shall be presented to the electors of Dade County for ratification or
rejection in the manner provided by the Legislature. Until a home rule charter is adopted
the Legislature may from time to time create additional Charter Boards to prepare charters
to be presented to the electors of Dade County for ratification or rejection in the manner
provided by the Legislature. Such Charter, once adopted by the electors, may be amended
only by the electors of Dade County and this charter shall provide a method for submitting
future charter revisions and amendments to the electors of Dade County.
(4) The County Commission shall continue to receive its pro rata share of all revenues
payable by the state from whatever source to the several counties and the state of Florida
shall pay to the Commission all revenues which would have been paid to any municipality
in Dade County which may be abolished by or in the method provided by this home rule
charter; provided, however, the Commission shall reimburse the comptroller of Florida for
the expense incurred if any, in the keeping of separate records to determine the amounts of
money which would have been payable to any such municipality.
(5) Nothing in this section shall limit or restrict the power of the Legislature to enact
general laws which shall relate to Dade County and any other one or more counties in the
state of Florida or to any municipality in Dade County and any other one or more municipali-
ties of the State of Florida, and the home rule charter provided for herein shall not conflict
with any provision of this Constitution nor of any applicable general laws now applying to
Dade County and any other one or more counties of the State of Florida except as expressly
authorized in this section nor shall any ordinance enacted in pursuance to said home rule
charter conflict with this Constitution or any such applicable general law except as expressly
authorized herein, nor shall the charter of any municipality in Dade County conflict with this
Constitution or any such applicable general law except as expressly authorized herein, pro-
vided however that said charter and said ordinances enacted in pursuance thereof may con-
flict with, modify or nullify any existing local, special or general law applicable only to Dade
County.
(6) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or restrict the power of the Legisla-
ture to enact general laws which shall relate to Dade County and any other one or more
counties of the state of Florida or to any municipality in Dade County and any other one or
more municipalities of the State of Florida relating to county or municipal affairs and all such
general laws shall apply to Dade County and to all municipalities therein to the same extent
as if this section had not been adopted and such general laws shall supersede any part of
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portion of the home rule charter provided for herein in conflict therewith and shall supersede
any provision of any ordinance enacted pursuant to said charter and in conflict therewith,
and shall supersede any provision of any charter of any municipality in Dade County in
conflict therewith.
(7) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit or restrict the power and jurisdiction
of the Railroad and Public Utilities Commission or of any other state agency, bureau or
commission now or hereafter provided for in this Constitution or by general law and said state
agencies, bureaus and commissions shall have the same powers in Dade County as shall be
conferred upon them in regard to other counties.
(8) If any section, subsection, sentence, clause or provisions of this section is held invalid
as violative of the provisions of Section 1 Article XVII of this Constitution the remainder of
this section shal not be affected by such invalidity.
(9) It is declared to be the intent of the Legislature and of the electors of the State of
Florida to provide by this section home rule for the people of Dade County in local affairs
and this section shall be liberally construed to carry out such purpose, and it is further
declared to be the intent of the Legislature and of the electors of the State of Florida that
the provisions of this Constitution and general laws which shall relate to Dade County and
any other one or more counties of the State of Florida or to any municipality in Dade County
and any other one or more municipalities of the State of Florida enacted pursuant thereto
by the Legislature shall be the supreme law in Dade County, Florida, except as expressly
provided herein and this section shall be strictly construed to maintain such supremacy of
this Constitution and of the Legislature in the enactment of general laws pursuant to this
Constitution.
Note.-Section 24 of Art. VIII of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 24. Hillsborough County, home rule charter.-
(1) The electors of Hillsborough county are hereby granted the power to adopt a charter
for a government which shall exercise any and all powers for county and municipal purposes
which this constitution or the legislature, by general, special or local law, has conferred upon
Hillsborough county or any municipality therein. Such government shall exercise these pow-
ers. by the enactment of ordinances which relate to government of Hillsborough county and
provide suitable penalties for the violation thereof. Such government shall have no power to
create or abolish any municipality, except as otherwise provided herein.
(2) The method and manner by which the electors of Hillsborough county shall exercise
this power shall be set forth in a charter for the government of Hillsborough county which
charter shall be presented to said electors by any charter commission established by the
legislature. The legislature may provide for the continuing existence of any charter commis-
sion or may establish a charter commission or commissions subsequent to any initial commis-
sion without regard to any election or elections held upon any charter or charters theretofore
presented. A charter shall become effective only upon ratification by a majority of the electors
of Hillsborough county voting in a general or special election as provided by law.
(3) The number, qualifications, terms of office and method of filling vacancies in the
membership of any charter commission established pursuant to this section and the powers,
functions and duties of any such commission shall be provided by law.
(4) A charter prepared by any commission established pursuant to this section shall
provide that:
(a) The governments of the city of Tampa and the county of Hillsborough shall be consoli-
dated, and the structure of the new local government shall include:
1. An executive branch, the chief officer of which shall be responsible for the adminis-
tration of government.
2. An elected legislative branch, the election to membership, powers and duties of which
shall be as provided by the charter.
3. A judicial branch, which shall only have jurisdiction in the enforcement of ordinances
enacted by the legislative branch created by this section.
(b) Should the electors of the municipalities of Plant City or Temple Terrace wish to
consolidate their governments with the government hereinabove created, they may do so by
majority vote of the electors of said municipality voting in an election upon said issue.
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(c) The creditors of any governmental unit consolidated or abolished under this section
shall be protected. Bonded or other indebtedness existing at the effective date of any govern-
ment established hereunder shall be enforceable only against the real and personal property
theretofore taxable for such purposes.
(d) Such other provisions as might be required by law.
(5) The provisions of such charter and ordinances enacted pursuant thereto shall not
conflict with any provision of this constitution nor with general, special or local laws now or
hereafter applying to Hillsborough county.
(6) The government established hereunder shall be recognized as a county, that is one of
the legal political subdivisions of the state with the powers, rights, privileges, duties and
obligations of a county, and may also exercise all the powers of a municipality. Said govern-
ment shall have the right to sue and be sued.
(7) Any government established hereunder shall be entitled to receive from the state of
Florida or from the United States or from any other agency, public or private, funds and
revenues to which a county is, or may hereafter be entitled, and also all funds and revenues
to which an incorporated municipality is or may hereafter be entitled, and to receive the same
without diminution or loss by reason of any such government as may be established. Nothing
herein contained shall preclude such government as may be established hereunder from
receiving all funds and revenues from whatever source now received, or hereinafter received
provided by law.
(8) The board of county commissioners of Hillsborough county shall be abolished when
the functions, duties, powers and responsibilities of said board shall be transferred in the
manner to be provided by the charter to the government established pursuant to this section.
No other office provided for by this constitution shall be abolished by or pursuant to this
section.
(9) This section shall not restrict or limit the legislature in the enactment of general,
special or local laws as otherwise provided in this constitution.
ARTICLE IX
EDUCATION
SECTION 1. System of public education.-
(a) Adequate provision shall be made by law for a uniform system of free public schools
and for the establishment, maintenance and operation of institutions of higher learning and
other public education programs that the needs of the people may require.
(b) The primary purpose of elementary and secondary education in this state shall be to
develop the ability of each student to read, communicate and compute and to provide an
opportunity for vocational training. By general law, provision may be made for special in-
struction to aid disadvantaged students with special learning needs.
SECTION 2. State board of education.-
(a) There shall be The- gevenoep end -the-meisbers -of-the-cebirt-sh4constitute a state
board of education, which shall be a body corporate and have the responsibility for the
management, supervision, and coordination of the state system of public education as pre-
scribed by law and not inconsistent with the provisions of Article IX, Section 7 suee-oupei4-
-ien of-the system-o- pblie education -e-ior provided 4 law-
(b) The board shall consist of nine electors, who shall be appointed by the governor and
confirmed by the senate for staggered six-year terms. The governor shall designate a member
as chairperson who shall serve in such capacity at the pleasure of the governor.
(c) In the event the constitutional office of elected commissioner of education is abolished
the board shall appoint a commissioner of education who shall serve at the pleasure of the
board.
(d) The commissioner of education shall administer the board's policies and rules; man-
age the education program under the jurisdiction of the board; and perform such other duties
and exercise such powers as are provided by law.
Schedule to Article IX, Section 2.-
(a) The terms of the original members of the state board of education shall expire as
follows:
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1. The terms of three members shall expire on January 1. 1981;
2. The terms of three members shall expire on January 1, 1983; and
3. The terms of three members shall expire on January 1, 1985.
(b) In the event the revision to Article IV, Section 4, abolishing the cabinet, is adopted
at the 1978 general election, the commissioner of education elected in November 1978 shall
on the effective date of this constitution also become one of the members and chairperson of
the board for a term of four years, and shall, in addition, have the powers and duties of the
commissioner of education provided in this section until a new commissioner is appointed
by the board. The appointee of the board shall be known as the director of education until
the term of the elected commissioner ends.
(c) Until changed by law, and except as otherwise provided in this article, the state board
of education shall continue to have the powers, duties, and responsibilities granted the state
board of education established under Article IX, Section 2 in effect on the date of adoption
of this revision.
SECTION 3. Terms of appointive board members.-Members of any appointive board
dealing with education may serve terms in excess of four years as provided by law.
SECTION 4. School districts; school boards.-
(a) Each county shall constitute a school district; provided, two or more contiguous coun-
ties, upon vote of the electors of each county pursuant to law, may be combined into one
school district. In each school district there shall be a school board composed of five or more
members chosen by vote of the electors for appropriately staggered terms of four years, as
provided by law.
(b) The- school board shall operate, control and supervise all free public schools within
the school district and determine the rate of school district taxes within the limits prescribed
herein. Two or more school districts may operate and finance joint educational programs.
SECTION 5. Superintendent of schools.-In each school district there shall be a superin-
tendent of schools. He shall be elected at the general election in each year the number of
which is a multiple of four for a term of four years; or, when provided by resolution of the
district school board, or by special law, approved by vote of the electors, the district school
superintendent in any school district shall be employed by the district school board as pro-
vided by general law. The resolution or special law may be rescinded or repealed by either
procedure after four years.
SECTION 6. State school fund.-The income derived from the state school fund shall,
and the principal of the fund may, be appropriated, but only to the support and maintenance
of free public schools..
SECTION 7. State university system.-
(a) There shall be a single state university system comprised of all public four-year, upper
level, and graduate institutions of higher learning. The state university system shall be
governed by a board of regents.
(b) The board of regents shall operate, regulate, control, and be fully responsible for the
management of the state university system, subject to the overall coordinative responsibilities
of the state board of education and subject to general law, except on matters relating exclu-
sively to the educational policy of the state university system.
(c) The board of regents shall be a body corporate composed of nine members. Eight
members shall serve staggered six-year terms, and one member shall serve a two-year term.
The qualifications of the member serving a two-year term shall be provided by law. The
members of the board of regents shall be appointed by the governor subject to confirmation
by the senate.
Schedule to Article IX, Section 7.-The members of the board of regents in office on the
date this revision becomes effective shall continue in office until their terms end due to death,
removal, resignation, succession to another office or their terms expire. The person appointed
to the first vacancy occurring after August 31, 1979 shall be appointed to serve the two-year
term provided for in this section.
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ARTICLE X
MISCELLANEOUS
S!ECJI4- -4-- As endments to -4ned 6tes .Gasti in.-The- kgislettwe-M *l- take
eF the .membe the eof-have-beer ee4ed aftt heprepeged ermendment 4es-beea etbmitted
-efo mfeation-eT-
SECTION 1 -2- Militia.-
(a) The militia shall be composed of all ablebodied inhabitants of the state who are or
have declared their intention to become citizens of the United States; and no person because
of religious creed or opinion shall be exempted from military duty except upon conditions
provided by law.
(b) The organizing, equipping, housing, maintaining, and disciplining of the militia, and
the safekeeping of public arms may be provided for by law.
(c) The governor shall appoint all commissioned officers of the militia, including an
adjutant general who shall be chief of staff. The appointment of all general officers shall be
subject to confirmation by the senate.
(d) The qualifications of personnel and officers of the federally recognized national
guard, including the adjutant general, and the grounds and proceedings for their discipline
and removal shall conform to the appropriate United States army or air force regulations and
usages.
SECTION 2 -3.- Vacancy in office.-Vacancy in office shall occur upon the creation of
an office, upon the death of the incumbent or his removal from office, resignation, succession
to another office, unexplained absence for sixty consecutive days, or failure to maintain the
residence required when elected or appointed, and upon failure of one elected or appointed
to office to qualify within thirty days from the commencement of the term.
SECTION 3 -4- Homestead; forced sale exemptions; restraints on devise and aliena-
tion.-
(a) There shall be exempt from forced sale under process of any court, and no judgment,
decree or execution shall be a lien thereon, except for the payment of taxes and assessments
thereon, obligations contracted for the purchase, improvement or repair thereof, or obliga-
tions contracted for house, field or other labor performed on the realty, the following property
owned by the4*adof-ami4y any natural person:
(1) a homestead, 41-eeated-esmside-a-memicipality; to the extent of one hundred sixty
acres of contiguous land and improvements thereon, the acreage of which is used for agricul-
tural purposes; or whieh- shall- iot- be- Fedeed-wiheosl h e'e -eonse l 4eaSl.-
smbseqteai h 4el -ifr-amnieipelity,-o -k ted-wibhi ea 4 a homestead to
the extent of one-half acre of contiguous land, and improvements thereon, upon which the
exemption shall be limited to the residence of the owner or his family.+ A homestead as used
in this subsection includes a mobile or modular home maintained as the residence of the
owner or his family;
(2) personal property to the value of ee three thousand dollars.
(b) These exemptions shall inure to the surviving spouse or heirs of the owner.
(c) The homestead shall not be subject to devise if the owner is survived by spouse or
minor child, except the homestead may be devised to the owner's spouse if there be no minor
child. The owner of homestead real estate, joined by the spouse if married, may alienate the
homestead by mortgage, sale or gift and, if married, may by deed transfer the title to an estate
by the entirety with the spouse. If the owner or spouse is incompetent, the method of aliena-
tion or encumbrance shall be as provided by law.
SECTION 4 -5- Coverture and property.-There shall be no distinction between married
women and married men in the holding, control, disposition, or encumbering of their prop-
erty, both real and personal+. except that dower or curtesy may be established and regulated
by law.
SECTION 5 -6.- Eminent domain.-
(a) No private property shall be taken except for a public purpose and with full compensa-
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tion therefor paid to each owner or secured by deposit in the registry of the court and available
to the owner.
(b) Provision may be made by law for the taking of easements, by like proceedings, for
the drainage of the land of one person over or through the land of another.
SECTION 6 -7- Lotteries.-Lotteries, other than the types of pari-mutuel pools author-
ized by law as of the effective date of this constitution, are hereby prohibited in this state.
SECTION 7 -8- Census.-
(a) Each decennial census of the state taken by the United States shall be an official
census of the state.
(b) Each decennial census, for the purpose of classifications based upon population, shall
become effective on the thirtieth day after the final adjournment of the regular session of the
legislature convened next after certification of the census.
SECTION 8 -9- Repeal of criminal statutes.-Repeal or amendment of a criminal statute
shall not affect prosecution or punishment for any crime previously committed.
SECTION 9 10 Felony; definition.-The term "felony" as used herein and in the laws
of this state shall mean any criminal offense that is punishable under the laws of this state,
or that would be punishable if committed in this state, by death or by imprisonment in the
state penitentiary.
SECTION 10 -- Sovereignty lands.-The title to lands under navigable waters, within
the boundaries of the state, which have not been alienated, including beaches below mean
high water lines, is held by the state, by virtue of its sovereignty, in trust for all the people.
Sale of such lands may be authorized by law, but only when in the public interest. Private
use of portions of such lands may be authorized by law, but only when not contrary to the
public interest.
SECTION 11 -1-. Rules of construction.-Unless qualified in the text the following rules
of construction shall apply to this constitution.
(a) "Herein" refers to the entire constitution.
(b) The singular includes the plural.
(c) The masculine includes the feminine.
(d) "Vote of the electors" means the vote of the majority of those voting on the matter in
an election, general or special, in which those participating are limited to the electors of the
governmental unit referred to in the text.
(e) Vote or other action of a legislative house or other governmental body means the vote
or action of a majority or other specified percentage of those members voting on the matter.
"Of the membership" means "of all members thereof."
40 - -The 4 omf "4udieier l dfer' "jstiees'" end. -'-jdges" .sall- not nektde jsdges.of-eowts
eetabliehed- solely-for-gie *FW-of- violatios o-oorjnencee.
(f) -(g)- "Special law" means a special or local law.
(g) -($- Titles and subtitles shall not be used in construction.
(h) The term "historic property" in Article VII, Section 4(b) (2) refers only to those
locations that meet the criteria for listing in the National Register of Historic Places in effect
on January 1, 1978.
SECTION 12 {.--- Suits- againstthe-stete, 4-Pisiom -rmae-be-mado .by general 4aw -;fo
lWinging -Keit -egiit-the etat s -- to -eAl -lialisties -new-e.ieetin -he-eeafter -otighiting. No
sovereign immunity in contract or in tort.-The doctrine of sovereign immunity shall not be
applicable in this state in contract or in tort for personal injury, wrongful death or property
damage. Punitive damages shall not be recoverable against the state, counties, school dis-
tricts, municipalities, special districts or any of their agencies.
SECTION 13 -14- -State-Retirement systems benefit changes.-A governmental unit re-
sponsible for any retirement or pension system supported in whole or in part by public funds
shall not af,-Jarnaay- 4 - provide any increase in the benefits to the members or
beneficiaries of such system unless such unit has made or concurrently makes provision for
the funding of such the increase in-benefit& on a sound actuarial basis which has been
determined as provided by law.
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SECTION 14. State compensation commission.-There shall be a state compensation
commission composed of a number of members equal to the number of congressional districts
in the state. One member shall reside in each congressional district but none may be elected
public officers or employees of constitutional officers. The members of the commission shall
be appointed by the governor and confirmed by the senate. The members shall select one of
their number to chair the commission. Every two years the commission shall recommend the
compensation of all officers provided for in this constitution in the manner provided by law.
ARTICLE XI
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 1. Proposal by legislature.-Amendment of a section or revision of one or more
articles, or the whole, of this constitution may be proposed by joint resolution agreed to by
three-fifths of the membership of each house of the legislature. The full text of the joint
resolution and the vote of each member voting shall be entered on the journal of each house.
SECTION 2. Revision commission.-
(a) Within thirty days after the adjournment of the iegdlar. organization session of the
legislature convened in 1996 the-temth -yeep iellowi -thet- ieh-tis-ess ion-is
adopte, and each twentieth year thereafter, there shall be established a constitution revision
commission composed of the following thirty-seven members:
"(4.--the-ettewy ger a, eo 4-the, stetej
(1) -f{j- fifteen members selected by the governor;
T2_) -(-)- nine members selected by the speaker of the house of representatives and nine
members selected by the president of the senate; and
(3) -(4)- four thiee members selected by the chief justice of the supreme court of Florida
with the advice of the justices.
(b) The governor shall designate one member of the commission as its chairman. Vacan-
cies in the membership of the commission shall be filled in the same manner as the original
appointments.
(c) Each constitution revision commission shall convene at the call of its chairman, adopt
its rules of procedure, examine the constitution of the state, hold public hearings, and, not
later than one hundred eighty days prior to the next general election, file with the secretary
of state its proposal, if any, of a revision of this constitution or any part of it.
SECTION 3. Initiative.-The power to propose the revision or amendment of any portion
or portions of this constitution by initiative is reserved to the people, provided that, any such
revision or amendment shall embrace but one subject and matter directly connected there-
with. It may be invoked by filing with the secretary of state a-pel~tio -o ning a copy of
the proposed revision or amendment, and within two years of such filing a petition signed by
a number of electors in each of one half of the congressional districts of the state, and of the
state as a whole, equal to eight percent of the votes cast in each of such districts respectively
and in the state as a whole in the last preceding election in which presidential electors were
chosen.
SECTION 4. Constitutional convention.-
(a) The power to call a convention to consider a revision of the entire constitution is
reserved to the people. It may be invoked by filing with the secretary of state a petition,
containing a declaration that a constitutional convention is desired, signed by a number of
electors in each of one half of the congressional districts of the state, and of the state as a
whole, equal to fifteen per cent of the votes cast in each such district respectively and in the
state as a whole in the last preceding election of presidential electors.
(b) At the next general election held more than ninety days after the filing of such petition
there shall be submitted to the electors of the state the question: "Shall a constitutional
convention be held?" If a majority voting on the question votes in the affirmative, at the next
succeeding general election there shall be elected from each representative district a member
of a constitutional convention. On the twenty-first day following that election, the convention
shall sit at the capital, elect officers, adopt rules of procedure, judge the election of its
membership, and fix a time and place for its future meetings. Not later than ninety days
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before the next succeeding general election, the convention shall cause to be filed with the
secretary of state any revision of this constitution proposed by it.
SECTION 5. Amendment or revision election.-
(a) A proposed amendment to or revision of this constitution, or any part of it, shall be
submitted to the electors at the next general election held more than ninety days after the
joint resolution, initiative petition or report of revision commission or constitutional conven-
tion proposing it is filed with the secretary of state, unless, pursuant to law enacted by the
affirmative vote of three-fourths of the membership of each house of the legislature and
limited to a single amendment or revision, it is submitted at an earlier special election held
more than ninety days after such filing.
(b) Prior to being submitted to the electors, a proposed amendment or revision shall be
publicized in one or both of the following ways:
(1) At least two weeks prior to the week in which the election is held, the full text of the
amendment or revision, together with the arguments for and against it, shall be mailed to
each address in the state at which a registered voter resides.
(2) -(b )- Once in the tenth week, and once in the sixth week immediately preceding the
week in which the election is held, the proposed amendment or revision, with notice of the
date of election at which it will be submitted to the electors, shall be published in one
newspaper of general circulation in each county in which a newspaper is published.
(c) If the proposed amendment or revision is approved by vote of the electors, it shall be
effective as an amendment to or revision of the constitution of the state on the first Tuesday
after the first Monday in January following the election, or on such other date as may be
specified in the amendment or revision.
(d) If conflicting amendments to or revisions of this constitution are submitted to the
electors, and are approved by them, at the same election, the amendment or revision receiving
the greatest number of votes shall be deemed to supersede the other to the extent of such
conflict.
(e) The question whether two or more amendments or revisions are in conflict shall be
directly reviewable in an expedited proceeding before the supreme court.
(f) Subsections (d) and (e) hereof shall become effective immediately on the date this
constitution is adopted. It shall apply to conflicting amendments and revisions adopted
simultaneously at the 1978 general election.
ARTICLE XII
SCHEDULE
SECTION 1. Purpose of schedule.-This schedule is designed to effect the orderly transi-
tion of government from the constitution of 1968, as amended, to this revision.
SECTION 2. Constitutions of 1885 and 1968 superseded.-The Constitutions of Florida
adopted in 1885 and 1968 are superseded by this revision except those sections expressly
retained and made a part of this revision by reference.
SEGT4GN- Ir- -G esetittiien- of -Ri& vupervedd.-rie4ee 4-throagh-iWIri
9hweugh. iX-e the-Genstitution, of -Florida 4dopted. i -1886; -a& amended kem kie- te ime
are autesseded-by-t4his-eeisien- exeept 4k se-sectsns .'ewsesly. reied-and-mode e-pat~ of
-his. fevision.by .refeperooe,
SEGT4ON-5.- -Prepert t axesmIees-T -a ges o din - ei,-u.ioipali-
ies ent specil-disetictsrenhe-date thie revisien 4woevmes effetive,-mery be-onMinned-unti.
edsuee 4* low.
SECTION 3. Upon the adoption of this revised constitution, and prior to promulgation
and publication, the secretary of state shall transfer and consolidate all schedule provisions
contained herein to this article and renumber accordingly.
SECTION 4 (8*. Officers to continue in office.-Every person holding office when this
revision becomes effective shall continue in office for the remainder of the term if that office
is not abolished. If the office is abolished the incumbent shall be paid adequate compen-
sation, to be fixed by law, for the loss of emoluments for the remainder of the term.
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SW6ON-4:-- State ommissionet-of- edweatio.---he -state *uperintendent of-TubHe-in-
stt ,eion min-effie. on-the .effective ,doee- this. oisieoI .ehel. beeme -and,- fe the-reemaindep
ee .e-ert sei~ved,-shaM-he -4he-eemnsiseiene ,o~-~seea-
S'e 'ION-8:- 6u1prinenden'o- s ."sos--
-() Oe-the- ejetive- doe-a -tie-i visios the-eots ewniyteeremt oie-pb-istmeien
of-eaeh-eount. ehell- becoe e*nd,- fm- the-emeindep,-of'-th& -eer- bei ng.eerved7 heA be the
snperk endetof sehee, of-teict.
4b---he mete -of- selection of-the- ceid ty-seperisendef.-eFl pubheinsteutien-e eaeh
eoesnby,- as -pnwided - e, -unide-~th9 4-nsittion- e-8.,- as .emend d,- shall- apply -to- the
seletiosn-e4 the -distriet .xeintendent. e- te until- ehnged-a herei. -peoeided,
SECTION 5 -6r Laws preserved.-
(a) All laws in effect upon the adoption of this revision, to the extent not inconsistent with
it, shall remain in force until they expire by their terms or are repealed.
-- All -statates h , -Snde--t'h- Oenstit ion- ef-- , -a eended, -a1l- to-the state
sopepfitendest -of-pubic- istetimn ar- these which- apply -to- the .c sipepkienderk-f
pubic. instq etion el tinde- ireision, epplyr espeetivey,-to the-@tate cwn isskmec-eg
educitio- end -the-difeAt- eintendent- skeele,
SECTION 6 -?:- Rights reserved.-
(a) All actions, rights of action, claims, contracts and obligations of individuals, corpora-
tions and public bodies or agencies existing on the date this revision becomes effective shall
continue to be valid as if this revision had not been adopted. All taxes, penalties, fines and
forfeitures owing to the state under the Constitutions of 1885 and 1968, as amended, shall
inure to the state under this revision, and all sentences as punishment for crime shall be
executed according to their terms.
(b) This revision shall not be retroactive so as to create any right or liability which did
not exist under the Constitutions of 1885 and 1968, as amended, based upon matters occurring
prior to the adoption of this revision.
SECTION 7 -8- Public debts recognized.-All bonds, revenue certificates, revenue bonds
and tax anticipation certificates issued pursuant to the Constitutions of 1885 and 1968, as
amended by the state, any agency, political subdivision or public corporation of the state
shall remain in full force and effect and shall be secured by the same sources of revenue as
before the adoption of this revision, and, to the extent necessary to effectuate this section,
the applicable provisions of the Constitutions of 1885 and 1968, as amended, are retained as
a part of this revision until payment in full of these public securities.
SECTION 8. Special district taxes.-Ad valorem taxing power vested by law in special
districts existing when this revision becomes effective shall not be abrogated by Section 9(b)
of Article VII herein, but such powers, except to the extent necessary to pay outstanding
debts, may be restricted or withdrawn by law.
SECTION 9. Bonds.-
(a) ADDITIONAL SECURITIES.
(1) Article IX, Section 17, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, as it existed immedi-
ately before this Constitution, as revised in 1968, became effective, is adopted by this refer-
ence as a part of this revision as completely as though incorporated herein verbatim, except
revenue bonds, revenue certificates or other evidences of indebtedness hereafter issued there-
under may be issued by the agency of the state so authorized by law.
(2) That portion of Article XII, Section 9, Subsection (a) of this Constitution, as
amended, which by reference adopted Article XII, Section 19 of the Constitution of 1885, as
amended, as the same existed immediately before the effective date of this amendment is
adopted by this reference as part of this revision as completely as though incorporated herein
verbatim, for the purpose of providing that after the effective date of this amendment all of
the proceeds of the revenues derived from the gross receipts taxes, as therein defined, col-
lected in each year shall be applied as provided therein to the extent necessary to comply
with all obligations to or for the benefit of holders of bonds or certificates issued before the
effective date of this amendment or any refundings thereof which are secured by such gross
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receipts taxes. No bonds or other obligations may be issued pursuant to the provisions of
Article XII, Section 19, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, but this provision shall not
be construed to prevent the refunding of any such outstanding bonds or obligations pursuant
to the provisions of this subsection (a)(2).
Subject to the requirements of the first paragraph of this subsection (a)(2), beginning July
1, 1975, and for fifty years thereafter, all of the proceeds of the revenues derived from the
gross receipts taxes collected from every person, including municipalities, as provided and
levied as of the time of adoption of this subsection (a)(2) in chapter 203, Florida Statutes,
(hereinafter called "gross receipts taxes"), shall, as collected, be placed in a trust fund to be
known as the "public education capital outlay and debt service trust fund" in the state
treasury (hereinafter referred to as "capital outlay fund"), and used only as provided herein.
The capital outlay fund shall be administered by the state board of education as created
and constituted by Section 2 of Article IX of the Constitution of Florida as revised in 1968
(hereinafter referred to as "state board"), or by such other instrumentality of the state which
shall hereafter succeed by law to the powers, duties and functions of the state board, including
the powers, duties and functions of the state board provided in this subsection (a)(2). The
state board shall be a body corporate and shall have all the powers provided herein in addition
to all other constitutional and statutory powers related to the purposes of this subsection
(a)(2) heretofore or hereafter conferred by law upon the state board, or its predecessor created
by the Constitution of 1885, as amended.
State bonds pledging the full faith and credit of the state may be issued, without a vote of
the electors, by the state board pursuant to law to finance or refinance capital projects
theretofore authorized by the legislature, and any purposes appurtenant or incidental thereto,
for the state system of public education provided for in Section 1 of Article IX of this
Constitution (hereinafter referred to as "state system"), including but not limited to institu-
tions of higher learning, junior colleges, vocational technical schools, or public schools, as now
defined or as may hereafter be defined by law. All such bonds shall mature not later than
July 1, 2025. All other details of such bonds shall be as provided by law or by the proceedings
authorizing such bonds; provided, however, that no bonds, except refunding bonds, shall be
issued, and no proceeds shall be expended for the cost of any capital project, unless such
project has been authorized by the legislature.
Bonds issued pursuant to this subsection (a)(2) shall be primarily payable from such
revenues derived from gross receipts taxes, and shall be additionally secured by the full faith
and credit of the state. No such bonds shall ever be issued in an amount exceeding ninety
percent of the amount which the state board determines can be serviced by the revenues
derived from the gross receipts taxes accruing thereafter under the provisions of this subsec-
tion (a)(2), and such determination shall be conclusive.
The moneys in the capital outlay fund in each fiscal year shall be used only for the following
purposes and in the following order of priority:
a. For the payment of the principal of and interest on any bonds maturing in such fiscal
year;
b. For the deposit into any reserve funds provided for in the proceedings authorizing the
issuance of bonds of any amounts required to be deposited in such reserve funds in such fiscal
year;
c. For direct payment of the cost or any part of the cost of any capital project for the state
system theretofore authorized by the legislature, or for the purpose or redemption of outstand-
ing bonds in accordance with the provisions of the proceedings which authorized the issuance
of such bonds.
(b) REFUNDING BONDS. Revenue bonds to finance the cost of state capital projects
issued prior to the date this revision becomes effective, including projects of the Florida state
turnpike authority or its successor but excluding all portions of the state highway system,
may be refunded as provided by law without vote of the electors at a lower net average net
interest cost rate by the issuance of bonds maturing not later than the obligations refunded,
secured by the same revenues only.
(c) MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL TAXES.
(1) A state tax, designated "second gas tax," of two cents per gallon upon gasoline and
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other like products of petroleum and an equivalent tax upon other sources of energy used to
propel motor vehicles as levied by Article IX, Section 16, of the Constitution of 1885 as
incorporated by reference into the Constitution of 1968, as amended, is hereby continued -fop
a-pepiod-el&@ fot consecutive years. The proceeds of said tax shall be placed monthly in the
state roads distribution fund in the state treasury.
(2) Article IX, Section 16, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, is adopted by this
reference as a part of this revision as completely as though incorporated herein verbatim for
the purpose of providing that after the effective date of this revision the proceeds of the
"second gas tax" as referred to therein shall be allocated among the several counties in
accordance with the formula stated therein to the extent necessary to comply with all obliga-
tions to or for the benefit of holders of bonds, revenue certificates and tax anticipation
certificates or any refundings thereof secured by any portion of the "second gas tax."
(3) No funds anticipated to be allocated under the formula stated in Article IX, Section
16, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, shall be pledged as security for any obligation
hereafter issued or entered into, except that any outstanding obligations previously issued
pledging revenues allocated under said Article IX, Section 16, may be refunded at a lower
f~t average net interest cost rate by the issuance of refunding bonds, maturing not later than
the obligations refunded, secured by the same revenues and any other security authorized in
paragraph (5) of this subsection.
(4) Subject to the requirements of paragraph (2) of this subsection and after payment of
administrative expenses, the "second gas tax" shall be allocated to the account of each of
the several counties in the amounts to be determined as follows: There shall be an initial
allocation of one-fourth in the ratio of county area to state area, one-fourth in the ratio of
the total county population to the total population of the state in accordance with the latest
available federal census, and one-half in the ratio of the total "second gas tax" collected on
retail sales or use in each county to the total collected in all counties of the state during the
previous fiscal year. If the annual debt service requirements of any obligations issued for any
county, including any deficiencies for prior years, secured under paragraph (2) of this subsec-
tion, exceeds the amount which would be allocated to that county under the formula set out
in this paragraph, the amounts allocated to other counties shall be reduced proportionately.
(5) Funds allocated under paragraphs (2) and (4) of this subsection shall be administered
by the state board of administration created under said Article IX, Section 16, of the Consti-
tution of 1885, as amended, and which is continued as a body corporate for the life of this
subsection 9(c). The board shall remit the proceeds of the "second gas tax" in each county
account for use in said county as follows: eighty per cent to the state agency supervising the
state road system and twenty per cent to the governing body of the county. The percentage
allocated to the county may be increased by general law. The proceeds of the "second gas
tax" subject to allocation to the several counties under this paragraph (5) shall be used first,
for the payment of obligations pledging revenues allocated pursuant to Article IX, Section
16, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, and any refundings thereof; second, for the
payment of debt service on bonds issued as provided by this paragraph (5)' to finance the
acquisition and construction of roads as defined by law; and third, for the acquisition, mainte-
nance and construction of roads. When authorized by law, state bonds pledging the full faith
and credit of the state may be issued without any election: (i) to refund obligations secured
by any portion of the "second gas tax" allocated to a county under Article IX, Section 16, of
the Constitution of 1885, as amended; (ii) to finance the acquisition and construction of roads
in a county when approved by the governing body of the county and the state agency supervis-
ing the state road system; and (iii) to refund obligations secured by any portion of the "second
gas tax" allocated under paragraph 9(c)(4). No such bonds shall be issued unless a state fiscal
agency created by law has made a determination that in no state fiscal year will the debt
service requirements of the bonds and all other bonds secured by the pledged portion of the
"second gas tax" allocated to the county exceed seventy-five per cent of the pledged portion
of the "second gas tax" allocated to that county for the preceding state fiscal year, of the
pledged net tolls from existing facilities collected in the preceding state fiscal year, and of
the annual average net tolls anticipated during the first five state fiscal years of operation of
new projects to be financed, and of any other legally available pledged revenues collected in
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the preceding state fiscal year. Bonds issued pursuant to this subsection shall be payable
primarily from the pledged tolls ean-the pledged portions of the "second gas tax" allocated
to that county, and any other pledged revenues, and shall mature not later than forty years
from the date of issuance.
(d) SCHOOL BONDS.
(i) Article XII, Section 9, Subsection (d) of this constitution, as amended, (which, by
reference, adopted Article XII, Section 18, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended) as the
same existed immediately before the effective date of this amendment is adopted by this
reference as part of this amendment as completely as though incorporated herein verbatim,
for the purpose of providing that after the effective date of this amendment the first proceeds
of the revenues derived from the licensing of motor vehicles as referred to therein shall be
distributed annually among the several counties in the ratio of the number of instruction
units in each county, the same being coterminus with the school district of each county as
provided in Article IX, Section 4, Subsection (a) of this constitution, in each year computed
as provided therein to the extent necessary to comply with all obligations to or for the benefit
of holders of bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates issued before the effective
date of this amendment or any refundings thereof which are secured by any portion of such
revenues derived from the licensing of motor vehicles.
(2) No funds anticipated to be distributed annually among the several counties under the
formula stated in Article XII, Section 9, Subsection (d) of this constitution, as amended, as
the same existed immediately before the effective date of this amendment shall be pledged
as security for any obligations hereafter issued or entered into, except that any outstanding
obligations previously issued pledging such funds may be refunded at a lower netaverage net
interest cost rate by the issuance of refunding bonds maturing not later than the obligations
refunded, secured by the same revenues and any other security authorized in paragraph (13)
of this subsection (d).
(3) Subject to the requirements of paragraph (1) of this subsection (d) beginning July 1,
1973 and for thirty-five years thereafter, the first proceeds of the revenues derived from the
licensing of motor vehicles to the extent necessary to comply with the provisions of this
amendment, shall, as collected, be placed monthly in the school district and junior college
district capital outlay and debt service fund in the state treasury and used only as provided
in this amendment. Such revenue shall be distributed annually among the several school
districts and junior college districts in the ratio of the number of instruction units in each
school district or junior college district in each year computed as provided herein. The amount
of the first revenues derived from the state motor vehicle license taxes to be so set aside in
each year and distributed as provided herein shall be an amount equal in the aggregate to
the product of six hundred dollars ($600) multiplied by the total number of instruction units
in all the school districts of Florida for the school fiscal year 1967-68, plus an amount equal
in the aggregate to the product of eight hundred dollars ($800) multiplied by the total number
of instruction units in all the school districts of Florida for the school fiscal year 1972-73 and
for each school fiscal year thereafter which is in excess of the total number of such instruction
units in all the school districts of Florida for the school fiscal year 1967-68, such excess units
being designated "growth units." The amount of the first revenues derived from the state
motor vehicle license taxes to be so set aside in each year and distributed as provided herein
shall additionally be an amount equal in the aggregate to the product of four hundred dollars
($400) multiplied by the total number of instruction units in all junior college districts of
Florida. The number of instruction units in each school district or junior college district in
each year for the purposes of this amendment shall be the greater of (1) the number of
instruction units in each school district for the school fiscal year 1967-68 or junior college
district for the school fiscal year 1968-69 computed in the manner heretofore provided by
general law, or (2) the number of instruction units in such school district, including growth
units, or junior college district for the school fiscal year computed in the manner heretofore
or hereafter provided by general law and approved by the state board of education (herein-
after called the state board), or (3) the number of instruction units in each school district,
including growth units, or junior college district on behalf of which the state board has issued
bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates under this amendment which will produce
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sufficient revenues under this amendment to equal one and twelve-hundredths (1.12) times
the aggregate amount of principal of and interest on all bonds or motor vehicle tax antitipa-
tion certificates issued under this amendment which will mature and become due in such
year, computed in the manner heretofore or hereafter provided by general law and approved
by the state board.
(4) Such funds so distributed shall be administered by the state board as now created and
constituted by Section 2 of Article IX of the State Constitution as revised in 1968, or by such
other instrumentality of the state which shall hereafter succeed by law to the powers, duties
and functions of the state board, including the powers, duties and functions of the state board
provided in this amendment. For the purposes of this amendment, said state board shall be
a body corporate and shall have all the powers provided in this amendment in addition to
all other constitutional and statutory powers related to the purposes of this amendment
heretofore or hereafter conferred upon said state board.
(5) The state board shall, in addition to its other constitutional and statutory powers,
have the management, control and supervision of the proceeds of the first part of the revenues
derived from the licensing of motor vehicles provided for in this subsection (d). The state
board shall also have power, for the purpose of obtaining funds for the use of any school board
of any school district or board of trustees of any junior college district in acquiring, building,
constructing, altering, remodeling, improving, enlarging, furnishing, equipping, maintaining,
renovating, or repairing of capital outlay projects for school purposes to issue bonds or motor
vehicle tax anticipation certificates, and also to issue such bonds or motor vehicle tax antici-
pation certificates to pay, fund or refund any bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certifi-
cates theretofore issued by said state board. All such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation
certificates shall bear interest at not exceeding five per centum per annum, or such higher
interest rate as may be authorized by statute heretofore or hereafter passed by a three-fifths
(3/5) vote of each house of the legislature. All such bonds shall mature serially in annual
installments commencing not more than three (3) years from the date of issuance thereof and
ending not later than thirty (30) years from the date of issuance, or July 1, 2007, A.D.,
whichever is earlier. All such motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates shall mature prior to
July 1, 2007, A.D. The state board shall have power to determine all other details of said
bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates and to sell at public sale after public
advertisement, or exchange said bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, upon
such terms and conditions as the state board shall provide.
(6) The state board shall also have power to pledge for the payment of the principal of
and interest on such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, including refunding
bonds or refunding motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, all or any part from the antici-
pated revenues to be derived from the licensing of motor vehicles provided for in this amend-
ment and to enter into any covenants and other agreements with the holders of such bonds
or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates at the time of the issuance thereof concerning
the security thereof and the rights of the holders thereof, all of which covenants and agree-
ments shall constitute legally binding and irrevocable contracts with such holders and shall
be fully enforceable by such holders in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(7) No such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates shall ever be issued by
the state board until after the adoption of a resolution requesting the issuance thereof by the
school board of the school district or board of trustees of the junior college district on behalf
of which the obligations are to be issued. The state board of education shall limit the amount
of such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates which can be issued on behalf of
any school district or junior college district to ninety percent (90%) of the amount which it
determines can be serviced by the revenue accruing to the school district or junior college
district under the provisions of this amendment, and such determination shall be conclusive.
All such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates shall be issued in the name of
the state board of education but shall be issued for and on behalf of the school board of the
school district or board of trustees of the junior college district requesting the issuance thereof,
and no election or approval of qualified electors shall be required for the issuance thereof.
(8) The state board shall in each year use the funds distributable pursuant to this amend-
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ment to the credit of each school district or junior college district only in the following manner
and in order of priority:
a. To comply with the requirements of paragraph (1) of this subsection (d).
(b) To pay all amounts of principal and interest maturing in such year on any bonds or
motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates issued under the authority hereof, including re-
funding bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, issued on behalf of the school
board of such school district or board of trustees of such junior college district; subject,
however, to any covenants or agreements made by the state board concerning the rights
between holders of different issues of such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates,
as herein authorized.
c. To establish and maintain a sinking fund or funds to meet future requirements for debt
service or reserves therefor, on bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates issued on
behalf of the school board of such school district or board of trustees of such junior college
district under the authority hereof, whenever the state board shall deem it necessary or
advisable, and in such amounts and under such terms and conditions as the state board shall
in its discretion determine.
d. To distribute annually to the several school boards of the school districts or the boards
of trustees of the junior college districts for use in payment of debt service on bonds heretofore
or hereafter issued by any such school boards of the school districts or boards of trustees of
the junior college districts where the proceeds of the bonds were used, or are to be used, in
the acquiring, building, constructing, altering, remodeling, improving, enlarging, furnishing,
equipping, maintaining, renovating, or repairing of capital outlay projects in such school
districts or junior college districts and which capital outlay projects have been approved by
the school board of the school district or board of trustees of the junior college district,
pursuant to the most recent survey or surveys conducted under regulations prescribed by the
state board to determine the capital outlay needs of the school district or junior college
district. The state board shall have power at the time of issuance of any bonds by any school
board of any school district or board of trustees of any junior college district to covenant and
agree with such school board or board of trustees as to the rank and priority of payments to
be made for different issues of bonds under this subparagraph d., and may further agree that
any amounts to be distributed under this subparagraph d. may be pledged for the debt service
on bonds issued by any school board of any school district or board of trustees of any junior
college district and for the rank and priority of such pledge. Any such covenants or agree-
ments of the state board may be enforced by any holders of such bonds in any court of
competent jurisdiction.
e. To distribute annually to the several school boards of the school districts or boards of
trustees of the junior college districts for the payment of the cost of acquiring, building,
constructing, altering, remodeling, improving, enlarging, furnishing, equipping, maintaining,
renovating, or repairing of capital outlay projects for school purposes in such school district
or junior college district as shall be requested by resolution of the school board of the school
district or board of trustees of the junior college district.
f. When all major capital outlay needs of a school district or junior college district have
been met as determined by the state board, on the basis of a survey made pursuant to
regulations of the state board and approved by the state board, all such funds remaining shall
be distributed annually and used for such school purposes in such school district or junior
college district as the school board of the school district or board of trustees of the junior
college district shall determine, or as may be provided by general law.
(9) Capital outlay projects of a school district or junior college district shall be eligible to
participate in the funds accruing under this amendment and derived from the proceeds of
bonds and motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates and from the motor vehicle license
taxes, only in the order of priority of needs, as shown by a survey or surveys conducted in
the school district or junior college district under regulations prescribed by the state board,
to determine the capital outlay needs of the school district or junior college district and
approved by the state board; provided that the priority of such projects may be changed from
time to time upon the request of the school board of the school district or board of trustees
of the junior college district and with the approval of the state board; and provided further,
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that this paragraph (9) shall not in any manner affect any covenant, agreement or pledge
made by the state board in the issuance by said state board of any bonds or motor vehicle
tax anticipation certificates, or in connection with the issuance of any bonds of any school
board of any school district, or board of trustees of any junior college district.
(10) The state board may invest any sinking fund or funds created pursuant to this
amendment in direct obligations of the United States of America or in the bonds or motor
vehicle tax anticipation certificates, issued by the state board on behalf of the school board
of any school district or board of trustees of any junior college district.
(11) The state board shall have power to make and enforce all rules and regulations
necessary to the full exercise of the powers herein granted and no legislation shall be required
to render this amendment of full force and operating effect. The legislature shall not reduce
the levies of said motor vehicle license taxes during the life of this amendment to any degree
which will fail to provide the full amount necessary to comply with the provisions of this
amendment and pay the necessary expenses of administering the laws relating to the licensing
of motor vehicles, and shall not enact any law having the effect of withdrawing the proceeds
of such motor vehicle license taxes from the operation of this amendment and shall not enact
any law impairing or materially altering the rights of the holders of any bonds or motor vehicle
tax anticipation certificates issued pursuant to this amendment or impairing or altering any
covenant or agreement of the state board, as provided in such bonds or motor vehicle tax
anticipation certificates.
(12) The state board shall have power to appoint such persons and fix their compensation
for the administration of the provisions of this amendment as it shall deem necessary, and
the expenses of the state board in administering the provisions of this amendment shall be
prorated among the various school districts and junior college districts and paid out of the
proceeds of the bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates or from the funds distrib-
utable to each school district or junior college district on the same basis as such motor vehicle
license taxes are distributable to the various school districts or junior college districts under
the provisions of this amendment. Interest or profit on sinking fund investments shall accrue
to the school districts or junior college districts in proportion to their respective equities in
the sinking fund or funds.
(13) Bonds issued by the state board pursuant to this subsection (d) shall be payable
primarily from said motor vehicle license taxes as provided herein, and if heretofore or
hereafter authorized by law, may be additionally secured by pledging the full faith and credit
of the state without an election. When heretofore or hereafter authorized by law, bonds issued
pursuant to Article XII, Section 18 of the Constitution of 1885, as amended prior to 1968,
and bonds issued pursuant to Article XII, Section 9, subsection (d) of the Constitution as
revised in 1968, and bonds issued pursuant to this subsection (d), may be refunded by the
issuance of bonds additionally secured by the full faith and credit of the state only at a lower
net average net interest cost rate.
(e) DEBT LIMITATION. Bonds issued pursuant to this Section 9 of Article XII which
are payable primarily from revenues pledged pursuant to this section shall not be included
in applying the limits upon the amount of state bonds contained in Section 11, Article VII,
of this revision.
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Subsections (a) - (e), as amended by this revision shall become statutes and shall not be
subject to modification or repeal except by two-thirds vote of the membership of each house
of the legislature. The provisions of Article XII, Section 9, which are so transferred to the
statutes, including the authority to pledge the full faith and credit of the state as provided
therein, shall be exceptions to the provisions of Article VII, Section 11, to the extent of any
inconsistency therewith. The foregoing shall not be construed to impair the contractual rights
vested in the holders of bonds issued pursuant to the provisions of Article XII, Section 9, prior
to this revision.
Note.-Section 17 of Art. IX of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 17. Bonds; land acquisition for outdoor recreation development.-The outdoor
recreational development council, as created by the 1963 legislature, may issue revenue
bonds, revenue certificates or other evidences of indebtedness to acquire lands, water areas
and related resources and to construct, improve, enlarge and extend capital improvements
and facilities thereon in furtherance of outdoor recreation, natural resources conservation and
related facilities in this state; provided, however, the legislature with respect to such revenue
bonds, revenue certificates or other evidences of indebtedness shall designate the revenue or
tax sources to be deposited in or credited to the land acquisition trust fund for their repay-
ment and may impose restrictions on their issuance, including the fixing of maximum interest
rates and discounts.
The land acquisition trust fund, created by the 1963 legislature for these multiple public
purposes, shall continue from the date of the adoption of this amendment for a period of fifty
years.
In the event the outdoor recreational development council shall determine to issue bonds
for financing acquisition of sites for multiple purposes the state board of administration shall
act as fiscal agent, and the attorney general shall handle the validation proceedings.
All bonds issued under this amendment shall be sold at public sale after public advertise-
ment upon such terms and conditions as the outdoor recreational development council shall
provide and as otherwise provided by law and subject to the limitations herein imposed.
Note.-Section 19 of Art. XII of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 19. Institutions of higher learning and junior college capital outlay trust fund
bonds.-(a) That beginning January 1, 1964, and for fifty years thereafter, all of the proceeds
of the revenues derived from the gross receipts taxes collected from every person, including
municipalities, receiving payment for electricity for light, heat or power, for natural or manu-
factured gas for light, heat or power, for use of telephones and for the sending of telegrams
and telegraph messages, as now provided and levied as of the time of adoption of this amend-
ment in Chapter 203, Florida Statutes (hereinafter called "Gross Receipts Taxes"), shall, as
collected be placed in a trust fund to be known as the "Institutions of Higher Learning and
Junior Colleges Capital Outlay and Debt Service Trust Fund" in the State Treasury (herein-
after referred to as "Capital Outlay Fund"), and used only as provided in this Amendment.
Said fund shall be administered by the State Board of Education, as now created and
constituted by Section 3 of Article XII [now s. 2, Article IX] of the Constitution of Florida
(hereinafter referred to as "State Board"). For the purpose of this Amendment, said State
Board, as now constituted, shall continue as a body corporate during the life of this Amend-
ment and shall have all the powers provided in this Amendment in addition to all other
constitutional and statutory powers related to the purposes of this Amendment heretofore or
hereafter conferred by law upon said State Board.
(b) The State Board shall have power, for the purpose of obtaining funds for acquiring,
building, constructing, altering, improving, enlarging, furnishing or equipping capital outlay
projects theretofore authorized by the legislature and any purposes appurtenant or incidental
thereto, for Institutions of Higher Learning or Junior Colleges, as now defined or as may be
hereafter defined by law, and for the purpose of constructing buildings and other permanent
facilities for vocational technical schools as provided in chapter 230 Florida Statutes, to issue
bonds or certificates, including refunding bonds or certificates to fund or refund any bonds
or certificates theretofore issued. All such bonds or certificates shall bear interest at not
exceeding four and one-half per centum per annum, and shall mature at such time or times
as the State Board shall determine not exceeding, in any event, however, thirty years from
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the date of issuance thereof. The State Board shall have power to determine all other details
of such bonds or certificates and to sell at public sale, after public advertisement, such bonds
or certificates, provided, however, that no bonds or certificates shall ever be issued hereunder
to finance, or the proceeds thereof expended for, any part of the cost of any capital outlay
project unless the construction or acquisition of such capital outlay project has been thereto-
fore authorized by the Legislature of Florida. None of said bonds or certificates shall be sold
at less than ninety-eight per centum of the par value thereof, plus accrued interest, and said
bonds or certificates shall be awarded at the public sale thereof to the bidder offering the
lowest net interest cost for such bonds or certificates in the manner to be determined by the
State Board.
The State Board shall also have power to pledge for the payment of the principal of and
interest on such bonds or certificates, and reserves therefor, including refunding bonds or
certificates, all or any part of the revenue to be derived from the said Gross Receipts Taxes
provided for in this Amendment, and to enter into any covenants and other agreements with
the holders of such bonds or certificates concerning the security thereof and the rights of the
holders thereof, all of which covenants and agreements shall constitute legally binding and
irrevocable contracts with such holders and shall be fully enforceable by such holders in any
court of competent jurisdiction,
No such bonds or certificates shall ever be issued by the State Board in an amount exceed-
ing seventy-five per centum of the amount which it determines, based upon the average
annual amount of the revenues derived from said Gross Receipts Taxes during the immedi-
ately preceding two fiscal years, or the amount of the revenues derived from said Gross
Receipts Taxes during the immediately preceding fiscal year, as shown in a certificate filed
by the State Comptroller with the State Board prior to the issuance of such bonds or certifi-
cates, whichever is the lesser, can be serviced by the revenues accruing thereafter under the
provisions of this Amendment; nor shall the State Board, during the first year following the
ratification of this amendment, issue bonds or certificates in excess of seven times the antici-
pated revenue from said Gross Receipts Taxes during said year, nor during each succeeding
year, more than four times the anticipated revenue from said Gross Receipts Taxes during
such year. No election or approval of qualified electors or freeholder electors shall be required
for the issuance of bonds or certificates hereunder.
After the initial issuance of any bonds or certificates pursuant to this Amendment, the
State Board may thereafter issue additional bonds or certificates which will rank equally and
on a parity, as to lien on and source of security for payment from said Gross Receipts Taxes,
with any bonds or certificates theretofore issued pursuant to this Amendment, but such
additional parity bonds or certificates shall not be issued unless the average annual amount
of the revenues derived from said Gross Receipts Taxes during the immediately preceding
two fiscal years, or the amount of the revenues derived from said Gross Receipts Taxes during
the immediately preceding fiscal year, as shown in a certificate filed by the State Comptroller
with the State Board prior to the issuance of such bonds or certificates, whichever is the
lesser, shall have been equal to one and one-third times the aggregate amount of principal
and interest which will become due in any succeeding fiscal year on all bonds or certificates
theretofore issued pursuant to this Amendment and then outstanding, and the additional
parity bonds or certificates then proposed to be issued. No bonds, certificates or other obliga-
tions whatsoever shall at any time be issued under the provisions of this Amendment, except
such bonds or certificates initially issued hereunder, and such additional parity bonds or
certificates as provided in this paragraph. Notwithstanding any other provision herein no
such bonds or certificates shall be authorized or validated during any biennium in excess of
fifty million dollars, except by two-thirds vote of the members elected to each house of the
legislature; provided further that during the biennium 1963-1965 seventy-five million dollars
may be authorized and validated pursuant hereto.
(c) Capital outlay projects theretofore authorized by the legislature for any Institution of
Higher Learning or Junior College shall be eligible to participate in the funds accruing under
this Amendment derived from the proceeds of bonds or certificates and said Gross Receipts
Taxes under such regulations and in such manner as shall be determined by the State Board,
and the State Board shall use or transmit to the State Board of Control or to the Board of
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Public Instruction of any County authorized by law to construct or acquire such capital outlay
projects, the amount of the proceeds of such bonds or certificates or Gross Receipts Taxes to
be applied to or used for such capital outlay projects. If for any reason any of the proceeds of
any bonds or certificates issued for any capital outlay project shall not be expended for such
capital outlay project, the State Board may use such unexpended proceeds for any other
capital outlay project for Institutions of Higher Learning or Junior Colleges and vocational
technical schools, as defined herein, as now defined or as may be hereafter defined by law,
theretofore authorized by the State Legislature. The holders of bonds or certificates issued
hereunder shall not have any responsibility whatsoever for the application or use of any of
the proceeds derived from the sale of said bonds or certificates, and the rights and remedies
of the holders of such bonds or certificates and their right to payment from said Gross
Receipts Taxes in the manner provided herein shall not be affected or impaired by the
application or use of such proceeds.
The State Board shall use the moneys in said Capital Outlay Fund in each fiscal year only
for the following purposes and in the following order of priority:
(1) For the payment of the principal of and interest on any bonds or certificates maturing
in such fiscal year.
(2) For the deposit into any reserve funds provided for in the proceedings authorizing the
issuance of said bonds or certificates, of any amounts required to be deposited in such reserve
funds in such fiscal year.
(3) After all payments required in such fiscal year for the purposes provided for in (1) and
(2) above, including any deficiencies for required payments in prior fiscal years, any moneys
remaining in said Capital Outlay Fund at the end of such fiscal year may be used by the State
Board for direct payment of the cost or any part of the cost of any capital outlay project
theretofore authorized by the legislature or for the purchase of any bonds or certificates issued
hereunder then outstanding upon such terms and conditions as the State Board shall deem
proper, or for the prior redemption of outstanding bonds or certificates in accordance with
the provisions of the proceedings which authorized the issuance of such bonds or certificates.
The State Board may invest the moneys in said Capital Outlay Fund or in any sinking fund
or other funds created for any issue of bonds or certificates, in direct obligations of the United
States of America or in the other securities referred to in Section 344.27, Florida Statutes.
(d) The State Board shall have the power to make and enforce all rules and regulations
necessary to the full exercise of the powers herein granted and no legislation shall be required
to render this Amendment of full force and operating effect on and after January 1, 1964. The
Legislature, during the period this Amendment is in effect, shall not reduce the rate of said
Gross Receipts Taxes now provided in said Chapter 203, Florida Statutes, or eliminate,
exempt or remove any of the persons, firms or corporations, including municipal corporations,
or any of the utilities, businesses or services now or hereafter subject to said Gross Receipts
Taxes, from the levy and collection of said Gross Receipts Taxes as now provided in said
Chapter 203, Florida Statutes, and shall not enact any law impairing or materially altering
the rights of the holders of any bonds or certificates issued pursuant to this Amendment or
impairing or altering any covenants or agreements of the State Board made hereunder, or
having the effect of withdrawing the proceeds of said Gross Receipts Taxes from the operation
of this Amendment.
The State Board of Administration shall be and is hereby constituted as the Fiscal Agent
of the State Board to perform such duties and assume such responsibilities under this amend-
ment as shall be agreed upon between the State Board and such State Board of Administra-
tion. The State Board shall also have power to appoint such other persons and fix their
compensation for the administration of the provisions of this Amendment as it shall deem
necessary, and the expenses of the State Board in administering the provisions of this Amend-
ment shall be paid out of the proceeds of bonds or certificates issued hereunder or from said
Gross Receipts Taxes deposited in said Capital Outlay Fund.
(e) No capital outlay project or any part thereof shall be financed hereunder unless the
bill authorizing such project shall specify it is financed hereunder and shall be approved by
a vote of three-fifths of the elected members of each house.
Note.-Section 16 of Art. IX of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
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SECTION 16. Board of administration; gasoline and like taxes, distribution and use;
etc.-
(a) That beginning January 1st, 1943, and for fifty (50) years thereafter, the proceeds of
two (2e) cents per gallon of the total tax levied by state law upon gasoline and other like
products of petroleum, now known as the Second Gas Tax, and upon other fuels used to propel
motor vehicles, shall as collected be placed monthly in the 'State Roads Distribution Fund'
in the State Treasury and divided into three (3) equal parts which shall be distributed
monthly among the several counties as follows: one part according to area, one part according
to population, and one part according to the counties' contributions to the cost of state road
construction in the ratio of distribution as provided in Chapter 15659, Laws of Florida, Acts
of 1931, and for the purposes of the apportionment based on the counties' contributions for
the cost of state road construction, the amount of the contributions established by the certifi-
cates made in 1931 pursuant to said Chapter 15659, shall be taken and deemed conclusive in
computing the monthly amounts distributable according to said contributions. Such funds
so distributed shall be administered by the State Board of Administration as hereinafter
provided.
(b) The Governor as chairman, the State Treasurer, and the State Comptroller shall
constitute a body corporate to be known as the 'State Board of Administration,' which board
shall succeed to all the power, control and authority of the statutory Board of Administration.
Said Board shall have, in addition to such powers as may be conferred upon it by law, the
management, control and supervision of the proceeds of said two (2e) cents of said taxes and
all moneys and other assets which on the effective date of this amendment are applicable or
may become applicable to the bonds of the several counties of this state, or any special road
and bridge district, or other special taxing district thereof, issued prior to July 1st, 1931, for
road and bridge purposes. The word 'bonds' as used herein shall include bonds, time war-
rants, notes and other forms of indebtedness issued for road and bridge purposes by any
county or special road and bridge district or other special taxing district, outstanding on July
1st, 1931, or any refunding issues thereof. Said Board shall have the statutory powers of
Boards of County Commissioners and Bond Trustees and of any other authority of special
road and bridge districts, and other special taxing districts thereof with regard to said bonds,
(except that the power to levy ad valorem taxes is expressly withheld from said Board), and
shall take over all papers, documents and records concerning the same. Said Board shall have
the power from time to time to issue refunding bonds to mature within the said fifty (50) year
period, for any of said outstanding bonds or interest thereon, and to secure them by a pledge
of anticipated receipts from such gasoline or other fuel taxes to be distributed to such county
as herein provided, but not at a greater rate of interest than said bonds now bear; and to issue,
sell or exchange on behalf of any county or unit for the sole purpose of retiring said bonds
issued by such county, or special road and bridge district, or other special taxing district
thereof, gasoline or other fuel tax anticipation certificates bearing interest at not more than
three (3) per cent per annum in such denominations and maturing at such time within the
fifty (50) year period as the board may determine. In addition to.exercising the powers now
provided by statute for the investment of sinking funds, said Board may use the sinking funds
created for said bonds of any county or special road and bridge district, or other unit hereun-
der, to purchase the matured or maturing bonds participating herein of any other county or
any other special road and bridge district, or other special taxing district thereof, provided
that as to said matured bonds, the value thereof as an investment shall be the price paid
therefor, which shall not exceed the par value plus accrued interest, and that said investment
shall bear interest at the rate of three (3) per cent per annum.
(c) The said board shall annually use said funds in each county account, first, to pay
current principal and interest maturing, if any, of said bonds and gasoline or other fuel tax
anticipation certificates of such county or special road and bridge district, or other special
taxing district thereof; second, to establish a sinking fund account to meet future require-
ments of said bonds and gasoline or other fuel tax anticipation certificates where it appears
the anticipated income for any year or years will not equal scheduled payments thereon; and
third, any remaining balance out of the proceeds of said two (2t) cents of said taxes shall
monthly during the year be remitted by said board as follows: Eighty (80%) per cent to the
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State Road Department for the construction or reconstruction of state roads and bridges
within the county, or for the lease or purchase of bridges connecting state highways within
the county, and twenty (20%) per cent to the Board of County Commissioners of such county
for use on roads and bridges therein.
(d) Said board shall have the power to make and enforce all rules and regulations neces-
sary to the full exercise of the powers hereby granted and no legislation shall be required to
render this amendment of full force and operating effect from and after January 1st, 1943.
The Legislature shall continue the levies of said taxes during the life of this Amendment, and
shall not enact any law having the effect of withdrawing the proceeds of said two (20) cents
of said taxes from the operation of this amendment. The board shall pay refunding expenses
and other expenses for services rendered specifically for, or which are properly chargeable to,
the account of any county from funds distributed to such county; but general expenses of the
board for services rendered all the counties alike shall be prorated among them and paid out
of said funds on the same basis said tax proceeds are distributed among the several counties;
provided, report of said expenses shall be made to each Regular Session of the Legislature,
and the Legislature may limit the expenses of the board.
Note.-Prior to its amendment by H.J.R. 3576, subsection (d) read as follows:
(d) SCHOOL BONDS. Article XII, Section 18, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended,
as it existed. immediately before this revision becomes effective is adopted by this reference
as part of this revision as completely as though incorporated herein verbatim, except bonds
or tax anticipation certificates hereafter issued thereunder may bear interest not in excess of
five per cent per annum or such higher interest as may be authorized by statute passed by a
three-fifths vote of each house of the legislature. Bonds issued pursuant to this subsection
(d) shall be payable primarily from revenues as provided in Article XII, Section 18, of the
Constitution of 1885, as amended, and if authorized by law, may be additionally secured by
pledging the full faith and credit of the state without an election. When authorized by law,
bonds issued pursuant to Article XII, Section 18, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended,
and bonds issued pursuant to this subsection (d), may be refunded by the issuance of bonds
additionally secured by the full faith and credit of the state only at a lower net average
interest cost rate.
Note.-Section 18, Art. XII of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, reads as follows:
SECTION 18. School bonds for capital outlay, issuance.-
(a) Beginning January 1, 1965 and for thirty-five years thereafter, the first proceeds of
the revenues derived from the licensing of motor vehicles to the extent necessary to comply
with the provisions of this amendment, shall, as collected, be placed monthly in the county
capital outlay and debt service school fund in the state treasury, and used only as provided
in this amendment. Such revenue shall be distributed annually among the several counties
in the ratio of the number of instruction units in each county in each year computed as
provided herein. The amount of the first revenues derived from the licensing of motor vehicles
to be so set aside in each year and distributed as provided herein shall be an amount equal
in the aggregate to the product of four hundred dollars multiplied by the total number of
instruction units in all the counties of Florida. The number of instruction units in each county
in each year for the purposes of this amendment shall be the greater of (1) the number of
instruction units in each county for the school fiscal year 1951-52 computed in the manner
heretofore provided by general law, or (2) the number of instruction units in such county for
the school fiscal year computed in the manner heretofore or hereafter provided by general law
and approved by the state board of education (hereinafter called the state board), or (3) the
number of instruction units in each county on behalf of which the state board of education
has issued bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates under this amendment which
will produce sufficient revenues under this amendment to equal one and one-third times the
aggregate amount of principal of and interest on such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation
certificates which will mature and become due in such year, computed in the manner hereto-
fore or hereafter provided by general law and approved by the state board.
Such funds so distributed shall be administered by the state board as now created and
constituted by Section 3 of Article XII [now s. 2, Article IX] of the Constitution of Florida.
For the purposes of this amendment, said state board, as now constituted, shall continue as
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a body corporate during the life of this amendment and shall have all the powers provided in
this amendment in addition to all other constitutional and statutory powers related to the
purposes of this amendment heretofore or hereafter conferred upon said board.
(b) The state board shall, in addition to its other constitutional and statutory powers,
have the management, control and supervision of the proceeds of the first part of the revenues
derived from the licensing of motor vehicles provided for in subsection (a). The state board
shall also have power, for the purpose of obtaining funds for the use of any county board of
public instruction in acquiring, building, constructing, altering, improving, enlarging, fur-
nishing, or equipping capital outlay projects for school purposes, to issue bonds or motor
vehicle tax anticipation certificates, and also to issue such bonds or motor vehicle tax antici-
pation certificates to pay, fund or refund any bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certifi-
cates theretofore issued by said state board. All such bonds shall bear interest at not exceed-
ing four and one-half per centum per annum and shall mature serially in annual installments
commencing not more than three years from the date of issuance thereof and ending not later
than thirty years from the date of issuance or January 1, 2000, A.D., whichever is earlier. All
such motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates shall bear interest at not exceeding four and
one-half per centum per annum and shall mature prior to January 1, 2000, A.D. The state
board shall have power to determine all other details of said bonds or motor vehicle tax
anticipation certificates and to sell at public sale after public advertisement, or exchange said
bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, upon such terms and conditions as the
state board shall provide.
The state board shall also have power to pledge for the payment of the principal of and
interest on such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, including refunding
bonds or refunding motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, all or any part from the antici-
pated revenues to be derived from the licensing of motor vehicles provided for in this amend-
ment and to enter into any covenants and other agreements with the holders of such bonds
or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates at the time of the issuance thereof concerning
the security thereof and the rights of the holders thereof, all of which covenants and agree-
ments shall constitute legally binding and irrevocable contracts with such holders and shall
be fully enforceable by such holders in any court of competent jurisdiction.
No such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates shall ever be issued by the state
board until after the adoption of a resolution requesting the issuance thereof by the county
board of public instruction of the county on behalf of which such obligations are to be issued.
The state board of education shall limit the amount of such bonds or motor vehicle tax
anticipation certificates which can be issued on behalf of any county to seventy-five per cent
of the amount which it determines can be serviced by the revenue accruing to the county
under the provisions of this amendment, and such determination shall be conclusive. All such
bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates shall be issued in the name of the state
board of education but shall be issued for and on behalf of the county board of public
instruction requesting the issuance thereof, and no election or approval of qualified electors
or freeholders shall be required for the issuance thereof.
(c) The State Board shall in each year use the funds distributable pursuant to this
Amendment to the credit of each county only in the following manner and order of priority:
(1) To pay all amounts of principal and interest maturing in such year on any bonds or
motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates issued under the authority hereof, including re-
funding bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, issued on behalf of the Board of
Public Instruction of such county; subject, however, to any covenants or agreements made
by the State Board concerning the rights between holders of different issues of such bonds or
motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, as herein authorized.
(2) To establish and maintain a sinking fund or funds to meet future requirements for
debt service, or reserves therefor, on bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates
issued on behalf of the Board of Public Instruction of such county, under the authority hereof,
whenever the State Board shall deem it necessary or advisable, and in such amounts and
under such terms and conditions as the State Board shall in its discretion determine.
(3) To distribute annually to the several Boards of Public Instruction of the counties for
use in payment of debt service on bonds heretofore or hereafter issued by any such Board
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where the proceeds of the bonds were used, or are to be used, in the construction, acquisition,
improvement, enlargement, furnishing, or equipping of capital outlay projects in such
county, and which capital outlay projects have been approved by the Board of Public Instruc-
tion of the county, pursuant to a survey or surveys conducted subsequent to July 1, 1947 in
the county, under regulations prescribed by the State Board to determine the capital outlay
needs of the county.
The State Board shall have power at the time of issuance of any bonds by any Board of
Public Instruction to covenant and agree with such Board as to the rank and priority of
payments to be made for different issues of bonds under this Subsection (3), and may further
agree that any amounts to be distributed under this Subsection (3) may be pledged for the
debt service on bonds issued by any Board of Public Instruction and for the rank and priority
of such pledge. Any such covenants or agreements of the State Board may be enforced by
any holders of such bonds in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(4) To distribute annually to the several Boards of Public Instruction of the counties for
the payment of the cost of the construction, acquisition, improvement, enlargement, furnish-
ing, or equipping of capital outlay projects for school purposes in such county as shall be
requested by resolution of the County Board of Public Instruction of such county.
(5) When all major capital outlay needs of a county have been met as determined by the
State Board, on the basis of a survey made pursuant to regulations of the State Board and
approved by the State Board, all such funds remaining shall be distributed annually and used
for such school purposes in such county as the Board of Public Instruction of the county shall
determine, or as may be provided by general law.
(d) Capital outlay projects of a county shall be eligible to participate in the funds accruing
under this Amendment and derived from the proceeds of bonds and motor vehicle tax antici-
pation certificates and from the motor vehicle license taxes, only in the order of priority of
needs, as shown by a survey or surveys conducted in the county under regulations prescribed
by the State Board, to determine the capital outlay needs of the county and approved by the
State Board; provided, that the priority of such projects may be changed from time to time
upon the request of the Board of Public Instruction of the county and with the approval of
the State Board; and provided further, that this Subsection (d) shall not in any manner affect
any covenant, agreement, or pledge made by the State Board in the issuance by said State
Board of any bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates, or in connection with the
issuance of any bonds of any Board of Public Instruction of any county.
(e) The State Board may invest any sinking fund or funds created pursuant to this
Amendment in direct obligations of the United States of America or in the bonds or motor
vehicle tax anticipation certificates, matured or to mature, issued by the State Board on
behalf of the Board of Public Instruction of any county.
(f) The State Board shall have power to make and enforce all rules and regulations
necessary to the full exercise of the powers herein granted and no legislation shall be required
to render this Amendment of full force and operating effect from and after January 1, 1953.
The Legislature shall not reduce the levies of said motor vehicle license taxes during the life
of this Amendment to any degree which will fail to provide the full amount necessary to
comply with the provisions of this Amendment and pay the necessary expenses of administer-
ing the laws relating to the licensing of motor vehicles, and shall not enact any law having
the effect of withdrawing the proceeds of such motor vehicle license taxes from the operation
of this Amendment and shall not enact any law impairing or materially altering the rights of
the holders of any bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates issued pursuant to this
Amendment or impairing or altering any covenant or agreement of the State Board, as
provided in such bonds or motor vehicle tax anticipation certificates.
The State Board shall have power to appoint such persons and fix their compensation for
the administration of the provisions of this Amendment as it shall deem necessary, and the
expenses of the State Board in administering the provisions of this Amendment shall be
prorated among the various counties and paid out of the proceeds of the bonds or motor
vehicle tax anticipation certificates or from the funds distributable to each county on the
same basis as such motor vehicle license taxes are distributable to the various counties under
the provisions of this Amendment. Interest or profit on sinking fund investments shall accrue
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to the counties in proportion to their respective equities in the sinking fund or funds.
Note.-Prior to its amendment by C.S. for H.J.R. 2289 and H.J.R. 2984, 1974, subsection
(a) read as follows:
(a) ADDITIONAL SECURITIES. Article IX, Section 17, of the Constitution of 1885, as
amended, as it existed immediately before this Constitution, as revised in 1968, became
effective, is adopted by this reference as a part of this revision as completely as though
incorporated herein verbatim, except revenue bonds, revenue certificates or other evidences
of indebtedness hereafter issued thereunder may be issued by the agency of the state so
authorized by law.
Article XII, Section 19, of the Constitution of 1885, as amended, as it existed immediately
before this revision becomes effective, is adopted by this reference as a part of this revision
as completely as though incorporated herein verbatim, except bonds or tax anticipation
certificates hereafter issued thereunder may bear interest not in excess of five percent (5%)
per annum or such higher interest as may be authorized by statute passed by a three-fifths
(3/5) vote of each house of the legislature. No revenue bonds or tax anticipation certificates
shall be issued pursuant thereto after June 30, 1975.
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SECTION 10. The attorney general or, in the event the revision to Article IV, Section 4,
abolishing the cabinet, is adopted, the chief state legal officer or other officer designated by
law, shall transmit to the legislature prior to the beginning of each legislative session a list of
sections that may be deleted from this article because all events to which the section or
subsection is or could have become applicable have occurred. The legislature may, by joint
resolution, delete from this article any such section or subsection. A legislative determination
of fact made as a basis for application of this section shall be subject to judicial review in
the supreme court.
SECTION 11. In the event a revision to the constitution is adopted that eliminates a
subsection or section, or for any other reason requires a technical renumbering, the secretary
of state prior to promulgation and publication shall renumber the subsequent subsections or
sections.
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